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Abstract
In this thesis, we investigate distributed mutual exclusion algorithms and delineate 
the features o f a new distributed mutual exclusion algorithm. The basis of the algorithm 
is the logical ring structure employed in token-based mutual exclusion algorithms. 
Specifically, there exists dynamic properties of the logical ring that, given certain 
restrictions regarding message trafGc flow, passively give useful information about the 
location of the token. Effectively, the algorithm demonstrates a type of “intelligent 
routing” that identifies useful shortcuts to in the routing of the token. The result is a 
reduction in the total number of messages exchanged prior to the execution of the critical 
section as compared to the algorithm proposed by Fu and Tzeng [7]. Furthermore, the 
algorithm allows for an increased degree of fairness in a lightly loaded system than that 
allowed by Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm.
I l l
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
One of the most interesting and fundamental problems in the area of distributed 
systems is that of mutual exclusion. Distributed mutual exclusion enjoys a wide variety 
of applications, including the area o f distrubted operating systems [19]. Another 
application of mutual exlcusion is seen in distributed databases where there is strong 
concern about maintaining database integrity. [30].
In this thesis, a distributed system refers to a collection of autonomous sites or 
processors which communicate with each other exclusively by sending messages. The 
problem is how to guarantee the integrity of a shared resource. The preferred method to 
accomplish mutual exclusion for this resource is by restricting its use to one site at a time, 
hi a distributed computing environment, we assume the lack of a global clock as well as 
an unpredictable message delay. Given these constraints, the task of designing an 
efficient distributed mutual exclusion algorithm that is free from deadlock and starvation 
can be quite difficult Over the past several years, many algorithms to achieve mutual 
exclusion in distributed computer system have been proposed [1-7,10-12,15-18,20-26, 
28,31]. Before delving further into distributed mutual exclusion, a background of the 
problem is provided.
1
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1.1 Distributed Mutual Exclusion
The origin of the mutual exlcusion problem first speared in centralized computer 
systems in an effort to guarantee exclusive access to a shared resource. This is also one 
o f the first problems encountered in parallel programming [24]. A formal description and 
solution of the problem was first proposed by Dijkstra [6]. In describing the problem, the 
term Critical Section (CS) is used to characterize a structural program abstraction for 
concurrent access to a shared resource. Regarding the critical section and access to it, the 
following conditions must be satisfied:
1) Any request from a process to enter the CS will be granted in finite time.
2) Any process currently in the CS will exit in finite time.
3) At any given time, only one process can enter the CS.
In a typical centralized computer system with shared memory, the mutual 
exclusion problem can be solved quite easily using shared variables [6]. However, in 
distributed systems, this problem is compounded many times by the lack of shared 
memory, the lack of a global clock, and an unpredictable message transmission time.
Add the properties of correctness, freedom from deadlock, freedom from starvation, 
fairness, and fault tolerance to the solution, and it becomes easy to see why so much 
attention has been devoted to this problem.
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1.2 Organization of Thesis
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In chuter 2, we provide some 
background on related woric which is in this area and also on the research context. We 
will outline the main categories of mutual exclusion algorithms and how they vary in 
their approach to solving distributed mutual exclusion. Chapter 3 details the 
preliminaries of the proposed algorithm. This includes the foundation of the proposed 
algorithm which is an algorithm by Fu and Tzeng [7]. A further discussion of the 
computing model and assumptions about the computing environment are provided. 
Chapter 4 enumerates the particulars of the proposed algorithm with discussions on 
initialization, notation, and behavior. Pseudo-code is then provided for review as well as 
a sample run through the algorithm. Chapter 5 evaluates the properties of the proposed 
algorithm including correctness, freedom from deadlock, freedom from starvation, 
fairness, and fault tolerance. Chapter 6 provides a review of the elements of the 
simulation including the environment, the measures, and the program itself. Chapter 7 
details the performance analysis of the proposed algorithm over a variety of measures 
including messages per critical section, average waiting time, maximum waiting time, 
and throughput. Also, direct comparisons of the various performance measures of the 
proposed algorithm are provided for a token-based algorithm proposed by Makki et al. 
[15]. Finally, chapter 8 concludes our research and provides several detailed suggestions 
for future work.
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Chapter 2 
Related Research
Much has been written about mutual exclusion algorithms and the various properties 
that constitute a ‘fully distributed’ mutual exclusion algorithm. Essentially, algorithms 
designed for distributed systems are characterized by the following properties [13]:
1) All sites have an equal amount of information.
2) All sites make a decision based solely on local information.
3) All sites bear equal responsibility for the final decision.
4) All sites expend equal effort in affecting a final decision.
5) Failure of a site, in general, does not result in a total system collapse.
In general, to achieve high performance, many proposed distributed mutual exclusion 
algorithms do not satisfy all of the above properties. However, an algorithm which does 
not adhere to all of the above named properties does not disqualify the algorithm as a 
‘distributed’ solution to the problem of mutual exclusion.
To date, the more recent work on solving this problem of distributed mutual 
exclusion can be classified into two main groups [29]: permission-based and token-based 
algorithms. In general, most of the proposed algorithms in these two categories adhere to 
the previously mentioned properties or they identify the deficient properties as areas for
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
future work. Before explaining these two different approaches to distributed mutual 
exclusion, we will first describe one of the earliest and perh^s simplest strategy of all, 
the primary-site approach.
2.1 Primary-Site Approach
Perhaps the simplest way to provide for distributed mutual exclusion is to appoint 
one site, say Sq, as the arbiter for the system; the approach suggested by Alsberg and Day 
[2]. Whenever a site wishes to execute its critical section, it must send a message to site 
Sq. Now, to provide fairness and correctness, Sq maintains a queue of requests, and 
simply provides the token to the requesting sites in the order in which the requests are 
received. Although this is perhaps the most immediate and intuitive approach to the 
problem, it clearly has a serious vulnerability in that one site is entrusted (or burdened 
depending on your perspective), with controlling the token. Moreover, it is clear that this 
approach does not adhere to a majority of the properties delineated in the previous 
paragraph as tenets of algorithms designed for distributed systems.
2.2 Permission-Based Algorithms
In permission-based algorithms [1,3,4,10,12,25,28], message traffic is based on well 
defined groups of sites referred to as request sets. The request set is an example of the 
unified framework developed by Sanders [27] and Garcia-Molina and Barbara [8]. This 
framework applies to a large class of the permission based algorithms by defining the 
information structure that each site maintains. In this framework, when a site wants to
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
6enter the critical section, it sends request messages to a set of sites specified by its 
information structure. The requesting site may enter its critical section only after 
receiving a reply to each one of its requests. On completion of the critical section, it must 
send a release message to each of the sites in its request set, allowing the request process 
to continue. However, this technique allows possible inconsistent and unfair ordering of 
request messsages.
To ensure that all sites resolve conflicting requests in the same way and provide a 
degree of fairness, Lamport [10] introduced a unique time stamp which is included in 
every message. With a reasonable degree of accuracy, this technique allows for a 
logical, consistent ordering of requests. Essentially, a requesting site will broadcast a 
message to all sites, and in response, each site will reply to the request. A site may enter 
the critical section when its own request is at the head of its queue and it has received 
reply messages from all sites with timestamps larger than its own. Upon completing the 
critical section, a site will broadcast a release message to all sites.
In Lamport’s algorithm, each request set consists of the entire network. Thus, if Y  is 
the number of sites in the system, the algorithm requires N - \ each of requests, replies, 
and releases; or 3(AT-1) messages per critical section execution. Ricart and Agrawala [25] 
realized that if all sites must grant permission by sending replies, then the release 
messages are needless, because a reply is an implicit release. Therefore, they reduced the 
number of messages in Lamport’s algorithm to 1{N - 1).
Carvalho and Roucairol’s algorithm [3] further improved the number of messages in 
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm by avoiding some unnecessary request and reply 
messages. The idea behind this algorithm is based on a simple observation; if a site has
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
not received any subsequent request messages from neighboring sites in its request set 
since the last time it executed the critical section, implicit permission is granted. Hence, 
no request messages are necessary in this case, thereby slightly improving overall 
efficiency. Performance of the Carvalho and Roucairol algorithm is between 0 and 
2 ( N - l )  messages per critical section.
Maekawa [12] further reduced the number of messages per critical section execution
to 0 (  ). This improvement was accomplished by imposing a logical structure on the
network; a significantly different approach than that taken by others. In the algorithm, a 
site must obtain permission from its request set to enter the critical section. Maekawa use 
the theory of finite projective planes to group the sites. The number of groups can be
quite large, depending on the size of the network, as the size of each set is . 
Unfortunately, Maekawa’s algorithm is prone to deadlock, because a site is exclusively 
locked by one requesting site at a time, and requests may arrive in any order. This 
problem was later corrected by Sanders [27] and by Chang and Singhal [4].
Singhal [28] proposed an algorithm which utilizes a dynamic information structure 
which reduces message traffic by updating the information structure as the algorithm 
progresses. Overall, Singhal’s algorithm requires between 0 and 2(N  - 1) messages, while 
in light traffic, the average number of messages is only (N - I).
An alternative approach was proposed by Agrawala and Abaddi [1] which imposes a 
logical tree organization on the sites of the network. Using this approach, the algorithm 
requires 0(log N) messages per critical section execution in the best case and 0(N)
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messages per critical section execution in the worst case. Table 1 [18] summarizes the 
performance of the significant permission based algorithms.
Year Discovered by # of Messages 
(Best Case)
# of Messages 
(Worst Case)
# of Messages 
(Average)
1978 Lamport 3(N-1) 3(N-1) 3(N-1)
1981 Ricart & Agrawala 2(N-1) 2(N-1) 2(N-1)
1983 Carvalho & Roucairol 0 2(N-1) -
1985 Maekawa 3yfN 5VÂT -
1991 Agrawala & Abbadi OGogN) (N+l)/2 -
1992 Singhal 0 2(N-1) (N-1)
Table 1: Message Performance Summary of Permission-Based Algorithms [18]
2.3 Token-Based Algorithms
In token-based algorithms [5,7,11,15-18,20,23,26,31], the token is a unique and 
singular message, also known as \heprivilege [31], which circulates among the sites. 
Only the site which possesses the token may enter the critical section. The various token- 
based algorithms are distinguished by their method for determining how a site obtains the 
token and where a site sends the token when it is finished with the critical section 
(assuming there is a pending request).
Perhaps the most intuitive and thus one the earliest token-based algorithms was 
proposed by LeLann [11]. hi this algorithm, a token is continuously circulated around a 
logical ring. Any site which desires to enter the critical section simply waits until the 
token arrives. After completing the critical section, the token is forwarded along the 
logical ring. The obvious benefit o f this approach is its simplicity. However, it is easy to 
see the inefficiency of this method as it can unnecessarily utilize network bandwidth in a
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lightly loaded system by continuously and needlessly passing the token. This unfortunate 
condition mandates no upper bound for the number of messages per critical section.
Later, Suzuki and Kasami [31] presented a very consistent performing algorithm that 
introduces the idea of a queue attached to the token. In this approach, a site requesting 
the token broadcasts a request message to all sites. Assuming the network is fully 
connected, this would take at most (N  - 1) messages. Whichever site had the token would 
simply enqueue the request and pass the token as appropriate when finished with the 
critical section. Again, assuming full connectivity, the next site would receive the token 
in 1 message giving the algorithm a constant performance of W messages per critical 
section.
Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm [26] is an improvement to Suzuki and Kasami’s 
algorithm. Although the performance is equivalent regarding number of messages 
exchanged, Ricart and Agrawala’s algorithm does not require a token queue. This is 
accomplished by the clever use of sequence numbers. Each site and the token maintain 
an array of sequence numbers which are continually updated. The benefit of this 
approach is that the size of the token is fixed. Depending on the algorithm, in a heavily 
loaded system, the token queue can become excessive.
More recently, algorithms have utilized various information structures to organize 
the sites of the network as described in the previous section. An example of this 
approach is the algorithm of Naimi and Trehel [20] which organizes all the sites into a 
dynamic, logical, and rooted tree. In this algorithm, a site which is requesting the token 
will send the request message to the site which it believes to hold the token. The 
recipient of this request will either reply with the token or forward the request to the site
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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which it believes to hold the token. This process continues until the request finds the 
tokeiL The advantage of this approach is that no token queue is r^uired, yet the 
algorithm still achieves O (log N) messages per critical section entry.
Raymond [23] proposed yet another tree-based mutual exclusion algorithm. In this 
algorithm, messages are passW exclusively along the branches of the static unrooted tree, 
which is a spanning tree of the entire network. Given this restricitive manner o f message 
passing, it is clear that each site will always know whether the token is above or below 
that site in relation to the tree. With this knowledge, a request can be forwarded to the 
site retaming the token quite effectively. As the token passes through the tree, each site 
updates its knowledge of which direction the token is located. This ensures accurate 
message routing. Depending on the topology of the existing network, this algorithm may 
achieve on average O (log AO to O (iV). However, a noteworthy difference in this 
algorithm is that it does not require a fully connected network. A fully connected 
network will always yield an optimal spanning tree, but this is not necessary for this 
algorithm to function.
Singhal developed an algorithm [28] which is an improvement on the algorithm of 
Ricart and Agrawala. This approach is essentially a heuristically-aided algorithm. Each 
site maintains information about the probable location of the token. Thus, when a site 
requests the token, it will only broadcast its request to those sites which it believes may 
have the token. The information at each site is kept current by embedding the state of 
each site in all request and token messages. On receiving a request, a site blends the 
information contained in the request with its own information.
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Il
Table 2 [18] summarizes the performance of the significant token based algorithms. 
An added feature is the description of which algorithms require a fully connected 
network. This is provided to help put the proposed algorithm in perpsective with previous 
work.
Year Discovered by Requires
Fully
Connected
Graph
# o f  
Messages 
(Best Case)
# o f  
Messages 
(Worst Case)
# o f
Messages
(Average)
1978 LeLann No 1 AT N/m
1982 Suzuki & Kasami Yes N N N
1983 Ricart & Agrawala Yes N N N
1987 Naimi & Trehel Yes 0 AT O(logN)
1989 Raymond No 0 0(AO 0  (log AO
1989 Singhal Yes 0 0(AO (N+ l)/2 
light traffic
1991 Makki et al. Yes 2 N-Fl N/m +1
1993 Makki et al. Yes 0 (V Ÿ ) O(Vfv) O(Viv)
1994 Makki Yes <4 (N+l)/2 -
1995 Fu and Tzeng No 2 2 (N-1) 0  Gog AO
Table 2: Message Performance Summary of Token-Based Algorithms [18] 
2.4 Summary
We have described three basic approaches to mutual exclusion: Primary-site 
approach, permission-based approach and the token-based approach. Of the three, only 
permission-based algorithms and token-based algorithms offer tmly distributed solutions. 
Although the question remains open, it now appears that the best token-based algorithms 
are more efficient that any of the permission-based algorithms. It is the token-based 
approach which is utilized in the proposed algorithm. In the next chapter, we examine 
some preliminaries to the proposed algorithm.
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algorithm only requires knowledge of its neighbors who are adjacent on the logical ring. 
For simplicity, all connections are assumed to be full duplex connections, that is, 
neighboring sites may both send and receive messages to/from each other. Further, it is 
assumed that the message transmission time between sites is unpredictable and that no 
global clock exists.
If we are given a distributed-memory system with N sites interconnected by an 
arbitrary topology, it is assumed that the system contains an Hamiltonian circuit. That is, 
a logical ring of size N which can be embedded into the system. Following the 
determination of the logical ring (of size N), a unique number from 0 to N-1 is assigned 
to each consecutive site along the ring as its identifier. A natural effect of this structure is 
that site S(x) always immediately precedes site S((x+1) mod N) in the logical ring 
structure. Any additional network connections which may be present, in addition to the 
Hamiltonian circuit, are critical to the proposed algorithm but are ignored by the 
algorithm of Fu and Tzeng.
3.2 Fu and Tzeng’s Algorithm
In Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm [7], they first construct a logical ring which is overlaid 
on the physical network. Then, an arbitrary node is named S(0) and the succeeding 
nodes in the ring are numbered S(l) to S(N-1). There are two basic requirements for the 
passing of messages in the logical ring.
1 ) If the message is a request, it must circulate in a clockwise fashion.
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1 4
2) If the message is a token, it must circulate in a counter-clockwise fashion.
Figure 1: Request Message Flow
Figure 2: Token Message Flow
To begin, every site is initialized to the idle state. There are three other possible 
states, substitute, wait, and execute. Fu and Tzeng demonstrate in Figure 3 and Table 3 
[7] the relationships between these states in a state transition diagram. The meaning of 
substitute state is when the site has received a request and does not have the token. Wait 
state means that a site is in a substitute state and additionally, it is requesting the token 
itself. Finally, execute state means the site is currently executing the critical section. 
Any site desiring the token generates a REQUEST message which is passed around the 
ring in a clockwise direction. When the TOKEN is encountered, the TOKEN is sent
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
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around the ring in a counter-clockwise direction towards the requesting site while 
allowing sites along the request path who are in a wait state to utilize the token before 
passing it along.
El (w/Token)/A3
[J5LE I fw/o Token)/Al,A2* SUBS
E3 (w/o Tokai)/A2
E3 (w/Token)E4/M
WAITEXCU
El/AlEl/AI
Figure 3: State Transition Diagram of Fn and Tzeng's Algorithm [7]
Event List (E1..E4) Action List (A1..A5)
El : Receive a Request Message. Al: Set Subs_Flag to Tme.
B2: Receive a Token Message. A2: Send a Request Message to the next 
site along the logical ring.
E3: Desire to enter the Critical Section A3: Send a Tokeu Message to previous 
site along the logical ring.
E4: Finish with the Critical Section A4: If Subs_Flag is True, set it to False 
and execute A3.
A5: Set Subs Flag to False.
Table 3: Event and Action List for Fn and Tzeng’s Algorithm [7]
In addition to the basic structure of the message passing scheme, there is a 
performance enhancing method which Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm utilizes which is
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referred to as a deferral mechanism. This mechanism slightly modifies the above stated 
rules of behavior to allow more substitute sites to become wait sites before the token 
passes by those sites. In effect, the deferring mechanism delays the arrival o f a given 
site’s request message to the site with the token, thereby increasing the chance of sites 
along the logical ring between the two sites of generating requests of their own. The 
result of this increase in requesting sites translates into improved system performance in 
terms of total number of messages exchanged per critical section entry. The added cost is 
to the overall fairness of the system in deUvering the token to the original requester. 
However, “an appropriate deferring period can benefit [the total number of messages 
exchanged] considerably without prolonging the duration [of the original requesting site] 
much” [7]. Also, the choice of a deferring period is dependent on the rate at which sites 
generate requests for the critical section.
3.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the basic network structure which is necessary for 
both the proposed algorithm as well as Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm. We have described 
the basic properties of a logical ring as well as the requirements of message routing in Fu 
and Tzeng’s algorithm which states that request messages circulate in a clockwise fashion 
while token messages circulate in a counter-clockwise fashion. Additionally, we have 
described in detail the four basic states required by Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm which any 
site may be in at any given time. These states are the idle state, the substitute state, the 
wait state, and the execute state. Finally, we have described the basics of the deferral
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mechanism utilized by Fu and Tzeng to improve performance in regard to the total 
number o f messages exchanged per critical section entry. In the next chapter, we detail 
the specifics of the proposed algorithm and how it differs fiom the algorithm of Fu and 
Tzeng.
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is, each site would embed in any message generated or forwarded, the best known 
location of the token. Further, any site receiving a request would then update its internal 
information about the best known location o f the token. The result of this idea is 
described in detail in chuter 8 o f this thesis as an area of proposed future work.
Although this idea did not contribute to the final version of the proposed algorithm, it did 
provide the foimdation for the improvements that were realized in the proposed 
algorithm. For this reason, a discussion of the range of the token is included in the 
general description of the algorithm.
4.1 Notation
A site (x) may refer to its adjacent sites in the logical ring such that relative to site 
(x), Next (x) is the next site along the logical ring when traveling in a clockwise direction. 
Similarly, relative to site (x). Previous (x) is the previous site along the logical ring when 
traveling in a counter-clockwise direction. It is assumed that given N sites, they are 
numbered from 0 to N-1. The following code demonstrates how these values may be 
computed in a logical ring:
Procedure Next (integer x) 
begin
return ((x+l)%N);
end
Procedure Previous (integer x) 
begin
X : =  X -  1 ;  
if (X < 0)
X = N - 1; 
return (x);
end
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If a site S(x) is desiring to enter the critical section, it will generate a request message 
containing the site number, its known range for the token, and any possible shortcut 
information (generally just the next site). The request message would be composed of the 
following information “REQUEST [S(x), Range(x), S(x+l) mod N]” which is read as 
follows; “Site x is requesting the token with a known token Range(x) and the shortest 
known return path for the token to site x is via site (x+1 modulus N)". Again, although 
the range information does not contribute to the final version of the proposed algorithm, it 
is included to indicate how it was used during the development o f the proposed 
algorithm. This notation will be used throughout the remainder of this thesis.
4.2 Initialization
To initialize the logical ring, the token is awarded to an arbitrary site. This site will 
set a boolean flag representing ownership of the token (TOKEN = TRUE) while all other 
sites will set their TOKEN flag to FALSE. As in most token based algorithms, the token 
will remain idle at this location until a request message is received by the site retaining 
the token. This characteristic is highly desirable as it does not unnecessarily burden the 
network with frivolous message traffic.
In addition, each site will maintain two site numbers which represent the possible 
range along the logical ring of the site number at which the token must be located. For 
every site S(x), except the site with the token, this target range must be, as a minimum, 
from site Next(x) to Previous(x). This information will be dynamically updated as 
request messages and the token itself circulate about the network allowing the target
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range for the token to be reduced. The validity of this information is premised on the fact 
that the token always circulates in a counter-clockwise manner, while the request 
messages always circulate in a clockwise manner.
43  Description
The proposed algorithm utilizes five states to describe the possible condition of each 
site as follows: idle, request, wait, substitute!, and substitute2. The meaning of the idle 
state is the same as described for the algorithm of Fu and Tzeng, that is the site has no 
pending requests and is not requesting the token itself. The request state is a state where 
the site has requested the token itself, but has not received any additional requests for the 
token. The meaning of the wait state is the same as that o f the request state, except that 
the site has received additional requests besides it’s own request This means the site is 
obligated to pass the token immediately after finishing its critical section. The substitute 1 
state has the same meaning as the meaning of the substitute state in Fu and Tzeng’s 
algorithm, that is the site has received a request, does not have the token, and has 
forwarded the request (if the site was not previously in a substitute state) to the next site 
along the logical ring. Finally, the substitute2 state is reserved for use by a site which has 
received the token via a shortcut but has already returned the token to the shortcut site. 
The meaning of this will be made clear as the behavior of the algorithm is detailed.
As an example of the behavior of the proposed algorithm, given a newly initialized 
logical ring, site S(x) only knows that the token must be somewhere between site next 
(N) and site previous (N) for a total of N-1 possible sites. Thus, this information is not
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particularly useful in helping to locate the token. Given that all request messages will 
circulate in a clockwise direction, the request message is forwarded to the next logical 
site in the ring clockwise from its current position. Upon receiving the request message, 
this next site determines whether it has the token. If  it has the token and is not in use, it 
will immediately forward the token to the requesting site via the most expeditious 
counter-clockwise path. In this case, it would be a single message to send the token to 
the requesting site and complete the transaction.
In the more likely scenario that the site receiving the request does not have the token, 
the site would update its current possible token range for a total of N-2 possible sites, and 
set its internal state to substitutel. Then, the site would compare the name of the 
requesting site to S(x) Direct Connections. If a direct connection (shortcut) is found, the 
suffix of the request message is updated to reflect the new return shortcut path for the 
token. After completing these simple computations, the site would then forward the 
request message to the next clockwise site in the logical ring. The aforementioned 
process would be repeated at each succeeding site until the site containing the token 
received the request message.
Upon receiving a request message (by the site retaining the token), the shortcut suffix 
would be compared to the current site number. If the shortcut site is not the current site 
with the token, the token would be forwarded along the ring opposite the direction of the 
requests until the shortcut site is found. Once at the shortcut site, the token would be 
directly forwarded to the requesting site in a single message. In the case where the 
shortcut site is adjacent the requesting site on the logical ring, the token is not sent as a 
shortcut, it is simply forwarded.
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Nonnally, upon forwarding the token, a site would set its internal status to idle, 
however, in the case when the token is being sent via a shortcut, the shortcut site is 
expecting the token to return and thus will set its internal state to substitutel until the 
token actually returns. Upon completion of the critical section, the requesting site would 
set its internal state to substitutel, and return the token to the shortcut site. On receiving 
the returned token, the shortcut site would enter the idle state and forward the token along 
the ring back to the original requesting site. The purpose o f returning the token to the 
shortcut site is threefold; to maintain the integrity of the logical ring, to eliminate 
possible starvation scenarios, and to ensure the validity of the possible range location 
retained by each site.
E4/M 
(via shortcut)
El
E1/A2
E4
RQST El
E2/E3
El or E2/A3 
(if shortcut)
(w/token)
E3 (  IDLE M
, 1 r
E3y S ^ A 2
E4/M 
^via shortcut)
El/Al (w/o token) or 
E1/A3 (w/token & shortcut)
E3
WAIT
E1/E2Æ3
Figure 4: State Transition Diagram of the Proposed Algorithm
Event List Action List
El: Receive request. Al : Send request message to next site.
E2: Receive token. A2: Send token message to previous site.
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E3: Generate Request (note: Does not 
necessarily mean a request message is sent)
A3: Send token to requesting site via the 
shortcut.
E4: Finish with critical section. A4: Return token to shortcut site.
Table 4: Event and Action List for the Proposed Algorithm
In figure 4 and table 4, the state transition diagram of the proposed algorithm is 
presented ft>r a typical site in the logical ring. Note that the ‘finish with critical section’ 
event (E4) is not a valid event to occur in idle, substitutel, and substitutel states. 
Further, the ‘receive token’ event (El) is not valid for the idle state.
It is worth noting that the proposed algorithm does not require that messages 
between two sites arrive in the order in which they are sent. This contrasts with some 
algorithms which do enforce a strict arrival ordering of messages. This benefit is mainly 
due to the simple and structured behavior of message traffic in the proposed algorithm.
4.4 Pseudo-Code
The following procedures provide a pseudo-code description of the critical 
components o f the algorithm. The proposed algorithm requires an identical copy of the 
algorithm to be running at each site. It is assumed that there are N sites which are 
numbered S(0) to S(N-1).
Procedure Request_Token (integer x) ;
// site X has generated an internal request for the token 
BEGIN PROCEDURE
IF (Token_Flag (x) = True) THEN
// Site X already has the token 
*** Call Critical Section ***
Token_Request (x) := False;
ELSE // Site x does NOT have the token 
IF (Request_Subs (x) = FALSE) THEN 
// Not a substitute site 
Token_Request (x) := True;
Send(Request(x,Token_Range(x),next(x)),next(x));
END IF
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END IF 
END PROCEDURE
Procedure Receive_Request (integer x);
// site X has received a token request 
BEGIN PROCEDURE
Receive (Request (Requester, Sender_Range, Shortcut)); 
Shortcut := Get_Shortcut (x. Requester, Shortcut);
// update shortcut of request
IF (Token_Flag (x) = True) THEN // x has token 
Token_Flag (x) := False;
IF (Shortcut=x) AND (ShortcutoPrevious (x) ) THEN 
// shortcut link to requester 
Shortcut_Site (x) = TRUE;
Destination := Requester;
ELSE f/ forward token along logical ring
Destination := Previous (x);
END IF
Token_Range(x).From = next(x);
Token_Range(x).To = previous(x);
Send (Token (Requester, Shortcut), Destination)
ELSE // don't have token
IF (Request_Subs (x) = FALSE) THEN 
// Not a substitute site
Token_Range(x) = Range_Resolve (Token_Range(x),
Sender_Range);
Send (Request (Requester,
Token_Range(x)),Shortcut),next(x));
END IF 
END PROCEDURE
Procedure Receive_Token (integer x); // site x receives a token 
BEGIN PROCEDURE
Receive (Token (Request_From, Shortcut));
Token_Flag (x) := TRUE;
IF (Request_From = NULL) THEN
// token is being returned from a shortcut 
Shortcut_Site(xj = FALSE;
// need flag to enable request forwarding 
Shortcut_Return = TRUE;
// Set flag for remaining logic 
END IF
IF (Token_Request (x) = TRUE) THEN 
IF (Request_From = x) THEN
// Token has arrived at requesting site 
*** Call Critical Section***
Token_Request (x) := FALSE;
IF (ShortcutONext (x) ) AND NOT (Shortcut_Return) THEN 
// Shortcut is a valid, return token to sender 
Token_Flag (x) := FALSE;
Token_Range (x).From = next (x);
Token_Range (x).To = Shortcut;
Token_Flag (x) := FALSE;
Send (Token (NULL, Shortcut), Shortcut);
END IF
RETURN; // exit procedure immediately 
ELSE // Desires token, or not requesting site 
//or shortcut return 
*** Call Critical Section ***
Token_Request (x) := FALSE;
END IF
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END IF
IF NOT (Shcrtcut_Return) THEN // okay to send token
IF (Shortcut = x) AND (Request_From <> Previous (x)) THEN 
// site is a shortcut to requester (not neighbor) 
Destination := Request_From;
Shortcut_Site(x) = TRUE;
// need flag to halt request forwarding
// No need to set Token_Range, token will return.
ELSE // forward token to next (previous) site along ring. 
Destination := Previous (x) ;
Token_Range (x).From = next (x);
Token_Range (x).To = previous (x);
END IF
Token_Flag (x) := FALSE;
Send (Token (Request_From, Shortcut), Destination)
ELSE
// Site should check its queue for requests. Otherwise, 
// this site will retain token until it receives request. 
END IF 
END PROCEDURE
4.5 Sample Run
Figure 5: Sample Token Ring Setup where N=7
Assume figure 5 is the logical ring topology overlaid on a network with the extra 
connections between non-adjacent sites on the ring being physical network connections 
which do not contribute to the logical ring. The following is a simple demonstration of 
how the algorithm will respond to a token request. For the simplicity of the example, the
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transmission time for a message is assumed to be one. Also, it is assumed that the time
taken by each node to complete internal processing of messages is negligible.
TimeO:
Site 0 is awarded the token.
Site 3 randomly generates/sends a Token Request to Site 4: Request (3,4-2,4). 
Site 3 Token Request Flag is set to True.
Time 1:
Site 4 receives a token request: Request (3,4-2,4).
Site 4 updates its internal range for the token from 5-3 to 5-2.
Site 4 forwards a Token Request to Site 5: Request (3,5-2,4).
Time 2:
Site 5 receives a token request: Request (3,5-2,4).
Site 5 updates the Token Request shortcut from 4 to 5.
Site 5 updates its internal range for the token from 6-4 to 6-2.
Site 5 forwards a Token Request to Site 6: Request (3,6-2, 5).
Time 3:
Site 6 receives a Token Request: Request (3,6-2, 5).
Site 6 updates its internal range for the token from 0-5 to 0-2.
Site 6 forwards a Token Request to Site 0; Request (3,0-2,5).
Time 4:
Site 0 receives a Token Request: Request (3,0-2, 5).
Site 0 generates and sends a Token Message to Site 6: Token (3,5).
Site 0 Token Flag is set to False.
Time 5:
Site 6 receives a Token Message: Token (3,5).
Site 6 Token Flag is set to True.
Site 6 forwards a Token Message to Site 5: Token (3,5).
Site 6 Token Flag is set to False.
Time 6:
Site 5 receives a Token Message: Token (3,5).
Site 5 Shortcut Site flag is set to True.
Site 5 Token Flag is set to Tme.
Site 5 (directly) forwards a Token Message to Site 3: Token (3,5).
Site 5 Token Flag is set to False.
Time 7:
Site 3 receives a Token Message: Token (3,5).
Site 3 Token Flag is set to Tme.
Site 3 enters critical section.
Site 3 returns Token Message to site 5: Token (Null, 5).
Site 3 Token Flag is set to False.
Time 8:
Site 5 receives Token Message: Token (Null, 5).
Site 5 Token Flag is set to Tme.
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Site 5 sits idle with the token waiting for a request.
4.6 Summary
hi this chapter, we described the notation which is used in referring to various 
elements of the algorithm. Also, we have detailed the steps necessary to initialize the 
algorithm. Further, we provided a detailed description of the basic functioning of the 
algorithm through an example and the state transition diagram depicting the events and 
actions. The key states described are idle, wait, request, substitutel, and substitute2. We 
provided the pseudo-code of the critical portions of the algorithm that must reside at each 
site in the logical ring. These critical procedures are request token, receive request, and 
receive token. Finally, we performed a sample run through the algorithm in a very 
simplistic manner to help clarify the basic functionality of the algorithm with regard to 
the shortcut mechanism. In the next chapter, we verify the basic properties of the 
proposed algorithm.
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convey [Request] messages and [Token] messages respectively along opposite 
directions” [7]. Although in the proposed algorithm, the token can take a shortcut which 
will skip over a number of sites in order to service a request [except as indicated in the 
next paragraph], the token is always returned to the site which passed the token as a 
shortcut. The situation where the site passing the token to the requester is adjacent to the 
site receiving the token is not considered a shortcut site. The result is that the 
unidirectional ring through which the token circulates is guaranteed. This means that a 
finite number of hops will allow the token to reach every site on the ring whether each 
site is requesting the token or not.
There is one special case in which a shortcut will not skip over any sites in servicing 
the request. This is the case where the requesting site is adjacent to the site holding the 
token, but the requesting site is ‘upstream’ from the site holding the token. That is, since 
the token is required to circulate in one direction, it must pass the token ‘upstream’ as a 
shortcut. By passing the token as a shortcut, even though no sites are skipped, the 
deadlock-freeness of the algorithm is guaranteed, because the token must be immediately 
returned to the shortcut site upon completion of its critical section.
5.3 Freedom from Starvation
Starvation occurs when a site which is requesting the token, never receives the token 
while other sites continue to receive the token and execute the critical section. In order 
for starvation to occur, a site which is requesting the token must not have its request 
message reach the site which has the token. However, in the proposed algorithm, a site
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which receives a request for the token must forward that request to the next adjacent site 
on the ring, thus allowing the request to ‘find’ the token in a finite number o f steps. The 
exception to this rule, that a site must forward a request, is when a site j  is already a 
substitute site or a waiting site. When this is the case, the request is ignored because site j  
knows that the token is already on the way. hi either case, once a request reaches the site 
retaining the token, the token must be forwarded to each successive site until it arrives at 
the requesting site. By virtue of the logical ring structure and the rules of algorithm, each 
of these successive sites must be in the ‘waiting’ or ‘substitute’ states, thereby requiring 
those sites to forward the token. Thus, starvation cannot occur in the proposed algorithm.
5.4 Fairness
The fairness of the proposed algorithm can be gauged by the order in which 
requesting sites are serviced with the token relative to the order in which the sites actually 
requested the token. However, due to a lack of a global clock in the model assumptions, 
there is no way for a distributed algorithm to know absolutely the order in which requests 
are generated. A system which exhibits fairness should service the requests in the order 
that they are generated as closely as possible.
However, Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm, by forcing the token to travel exclusively along 
the logical ring, frequently allows sites to enter the critical section before sites which 
have been requesting the token for longer periods of time. The proposed algorithm 
attempts to minimize the adverse affect on fairness which the Fu and Tzeng algorithm 
topology encourages. This is accomplished by the shortcut mechanism which services
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the requesting site as soon as possible after the site with the token receives the request. 
This shortcut mechanism is only effective in networks which have additional network 
connections beyond the minimum necessary for a logical ring.
5.5 Fault Tolerance
Modem network topologies offer a great deal of fault tolerance at the transport layer 
which can effectively eliminate the need for a fault tolerant algorithm. However, in 
critical systems, the more fault tolerance the better. Thus, a system which offers fault 
tolerance at the transport layer as well as at the algorithm level is clearly preferable to an 
algorithm which relies on the transport layer to provide fault tolerance.
If a site or sites were to fail, there is no mechanism at the algorithm level for 
determining where the failure occurred or recovering from the error. However, it is a 
different situation regarding the possible loss of a message.
In the passing of messages between sites, it is possible that either the message arrives 
intact, the message is lost, or the message is garbled. In the case of the message being 
garbled, it is assumed that the receiving site will reject the message due to checksum 
errors. Given this, there are only two real possibilities for a message, it either arrives 
intact, or it is lost. Thus, we will only address the possibility that a message is lost.
In the case where a request message is lost, although there is currently no mechanism 
in place for recovering from a lost request message, this is not a ruinous situation. Given 
that the algorithm circulates the token along the ring, under all but very lightly loaded 
systems, the token will pass by in a quite reasonable amount of time. Thus, the proposed
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algorithm is inherently fault tolerant of a lost request message. Given the nature of the 
algorithm, request messages should account for more than half of all message trafSc.
In the case where a token message is lost, there is an inherent property of the ring 
which allows us to identify this situation in a lightly loaded system. A site which 
requests the token should never receive its own request message. Since the necessary 
information to identify the source of the request is embedded in the request itself, a site 
receiving its own request would know that the token must be lost. Based on this fact, it 
could then generate a new token and service its own request. However, this would only 
happen in a lightly loaded system where a circulating request would not be stopped by a 
‘substitute’, ‘wait’ or ‘request’ site.
In the case where the request load is too high for a site to receive its own request, a 
different strategy is suggested in chapter 8 as an area of future work. This suggested 
strategy is also applicable to the problem of a lost request message in a very lightly 
loaded system.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the various properties of the proposed algorithm 
which demonstrate its overall correctness. These properties include freedom from 
deadlock, freedom from starvation, fairness, and fault tolerance. The next chapter details 
a variety of parameters utilized in the simulation as well as the general methodology of 
simulation.
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6.1 Environment
Most of the parameters utilized in the simulation model, as displayed in table 5, are 
drawn from Makki, et al. [14]. However, there is one new parameter, network 
connectivity (C), which is necessary to evaluate the properties o f the proposed algorithm. 
Network connectivity is provided to indicate the percent connectivity of the network 
beyond a minimally connected networic. That is to say, a network with C = 0.0 is a 
minimally connected network whose Hamiltonian circuit utilizes all existing network 
connections. Alternatively, a network with C= 1.0 is described as a fully connected 
network such that every site is directly connected to every other site.
SCOPE PARAMETER VALUE
Independent Network Size (N) 5-75
Independent Network Connectivity (Q 0.0 - 1.0
Independent Load Factor (LF) 0.001 -1.0
Message Transmission Time exponential, mean 1.0
Constant CS Execution Time 0.0002
Constant Length of Run 10,000
Constant Number of Runs for each 
combination of (N, C. LF)
50
Table 5: Simulation Model Parameters
The distributed system consists of autonomous sites that communicate with each 
other via message passing. Message transmission time is finite but unpredictable, with a 
mean message transmission time of 1.0 time units based on an exponential distribution of 
the mean message transmission time. Further, it is assumed that messages might not be 
delivered in the order in which they were sent, and that a site may only send a message to 
a neighboring site to which it is directly connected.
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The size of the network is varied from a minimal 5 sites up to 75 sites. This 
range of sites is consistent with the previous work of Makki, et al. [14], and demonstrates 
the performance of the proposed algorithm in a broad range of conditions. Further, this 
allows for meaningfril comparisons with said previous woric which is discussed in the 
next chapter on performance analysis.
The load factor (X or LF) of the networic is a measure o f the demand for the 
token in the distributed system, fri previous work, load factor is often referred to as 
request frequency [14] or r^uest load [9] and denoted as lambda (%). The load factor is a 
ratio composed of the following; the cumulative time taken to complete all critical 
sections in the test run ( denoted as H ), and the mean time between finishing the critical 
section and requesting the token again by a typical site ( denoted as F ). Further, we 
denote the mean execution time of the critical section as d>. If the total number of sites is 
the distributed system is N, then 5  is given by N  * O. Finally, the load factor (LF) can be 
described by the relationship LF = (N  *0) / F.
The critical section execution time is set to a constant 0.0002 to provide 
consistency with previous work. It is worth noting, however, that the simulation program 
was originally written to apply an exponential distribution to a mean critical section 
execution time. Thus, by un-commenting a few lines of code, the simulation program is 
easily modified to run with variable critical section execution times.
Finally, the length of each simulation run and the number of simulation runs for 
each data point were held constant. The length of each simulation run was 10,000 time 
units and the number of simulation runs was 50 for each data point. Again, these
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numbers were chosen for consistency with previous work. A description of the 
simulation program is provided in the next section.
6.2 Measures
Historically, the only measure which have been given any concern is the number of 
messages exchanged per critical section as indicated in Chapter 2. However, in an effort 
to provide the broadest measure of the performance of the algorithm, the four 
measurements presented by Makki et al. [14] are utilized. These measures are as follows:
1) Expected number of messages per critical-section execution.
2) Expected delay a site experiences in receiving the token.
3) Expected value of the maximum delay a site may experience.
4) Expected throughput: The mean number of critical sections executed per 
unit time.
Makki et. al. summarize the properties of these measures of algorithm performance 
in Table 6 [14]. Determining which measure of performance is the most meaningful in 
regard to algorithm performance depends on the ultimate use of the algorithm. It is 
conceivable that in some networks, the most important measure is the average waiting 
time, while in another network, minimizing message trafHc may be the most important 
consideration. Thus, no judgment is provided regarding the relative importance of one 
statistical measure versus another.
Statistic Description
Messages per Critical Section total messages 
total critical sections
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Average Waiting Time total time waiting for all sites 
total critical sections
Expected Maximum Waiting Time longest wait for a single critical section
Throughput total critical sections 
length (in time) of a run
Table 6: Simulation Statistics Measured [14]
6.3 Program
The complete source code for the simulation program can be found in the appendix. 
The simulation program was written entirely in the ‘C++’ programming language 
utilizing the Microsoft Visual C++- development environment. However, only standard 
‘C/C++’ libraries were utilized, thus the program should compile on any ‘C++’ compiler. 
The basic simulation was achieved by creating a global priority queue for the entire 
logical ring. The priority of entries in the queue are based on a time stamp which reflects 
when the event will occur at the destination site. This allows for messages to be 
processed in the same manner as they would in a real system at their respective sites. 
When a given site receives a message (and it is the next event in the message queue), the 
message will be fully processed by that site such that one or more of the following will 
occur:
1) Begin the critical section.
2) End the critical section.
3) Forward/Generate a request message.
4) Forward/Generate a token message.
5) Hold the token until a request is received.
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Once the internal processing is completed, the next event in the queue is processed 
(for whichever site has the next event). It should be noted that with the exception of a 
site which enters the critical section, all internal processing will be completed before the 
next event in the queue is executed. In most cases, the next event will likely be at a 
different site, although it is possible that the next event in the queue is the end critical 
section message for the site which is currently in the critical section.
The time required for a message to be sent from one site to another is a random 
number based on a exponential distribution of the mean message transmission time. The 
time required for a site to complete its work in the critical section is a constant number. 
Finally, the time required for internal processing, such as message handling and 
computations, is considered instantaneous.
It is worth noting that in determining the number of messages exchanged for the 
servicing of a critical section request, the total number o f messages exchanged includes 
the messages that occur after the critical section of the requesting site is achieved. This is 
only significant when the requesting site is serviced via a shortcut. In this scenario, the 
requesting site must return the token to the shortcut. After receiving the returned token, 
the shortcut site must then pass the token to its downstream neighbor to ensure that 
starvation does not occur. This is necessary because the downstream sites between the 
shortcut site and the original requesting site saw the original request message pass by 
which puts them into a ‘substitute’ state. This means that if they were to generate a 
request, they would not send it because they know the token is ‘on the way’.
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6.4 Summary
In this chq)ter, we have provided a detailed study of the simulation including the 
environment, the measures, and the program itself. Table 5 summarizes the variables 
which together define the environment o f the simulation. Table 6 summarizes the 
measures utilized in the simulation program to provide a degree of comparison with 
previous work. Finally, a specific discussion of the simulation program itself is provided 
to describe the details o f how the simulation is performed. The program utilizes a global 
priority queue to simulate a real distributed environment, hi the next chapter, a detailed 
analysis of the performance of the proposed algorithm is provided.
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7.1 Constant Number of Sites
The first set of graphs depict the performance of the proposed algorithm which is 
referred to as the Makki-Dell ^dD) algorithm in a constant network of 21 sites. This is 
done to allow a comparison with previous work of Makki et al. (MBBO) [15]. Note that 
network connectivity is only annotated for the proposed algorithm (MD) because 
algorithm MBBO organizes the network into a tree and does not take advantage of any 
additional connections.
Message Traffic vs. Load Factor 
(N = 21)
■MBBO 
-MD(C = 0.0)i
0.4 0.6
Load Factor (LF)
Figure 6: Message Traffic vs. Load Factor (N = 21)
In a network of 21 sites, it can be seen in figure 6 that the proposed algorithm 
consistently performs better over the entire range of load factors in regard to messages 
per critical section. The large number of messages per critical section under low load 
factors is attributed to the fact that ‘substitute’ sites are not requesting the token as it is
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delivered to the original requester. This clearly has a negative effect on the total number 
of messages exchanged in servicing a token request.
Average Waiting Time vs. Load Factor 
(N = 21)
-MBBO
-MD (0 = 0.0)!
0.2 0.4 0.6
Load Factor (LF)
0.8
Figure 7: Average Waiting Time vs. Load Factor (N = 21)
In figure 7, the average waiting time of the MD algorithm suffers at very low 
load factors due to the fact that during very low load factors, most token requests occur 
well after the previous request has taken place. When this is the case, the structure of the 
ring can be limiting in that it forces request and token messages to travel further than they 
might in a rooted-tree token-based algorithm.
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Throughput vs. Load Factor 
(N = 21)
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Load Factor (LF)
0.15
Figure 8: Throughput vs. Load Factor (N = 21)
Again, in figure 8, it can be seen that as load factor increases, the proposed algorithm 
increases its total throughput. Throughput is defined as the total number of critical 
sections achieved in the simulation divided by the total time of the simulation. Thus, 
clearly at a constant load factor, a higher throughput is indicative of better algorithm 
performance. In the proposed algorithm, if the graph were extended, the throughput 
would continue to increase up to approximately 0.9 (see appendix for full results) for load 
factors above 0.5.
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Expected Maximum Waiting Time vs. Load Factor 
(N = 21)
■MBBO I 
•MD(C = 0.0)i
0.4 0.6
Load Factor (LF)
Figure 9: Expected Maximum Waiting Time vs. Load Factor (N = 21)
Similar to the average waiting time, figure 9 depicts the expected maximum waiting 
time incurred by a site after requesting the token. It is interesting to note that beyond a 
load factor of approximately 0.1, it can be seen that the algorithm levels off for an 
expected maximum waiting time. These results are consistent with the specific rules of 
the proposed algorithm in a ring topology, which allows a worst case scenario of 2 (V -1) 
messages exchanged to achieve a critical section.
7.2 Varied Number of Sites
The following charts depict the performance of the MD algorithm with varied load 
factors, number of sites, and the degree of network connectivity. The first chart depicts 
the performance of the proposed algorithm with a constant load factor of 0.2 and a varied 
number of sites in the network.
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Messages per Critical Section vs. N 
(LF = 0.2)
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Figure 10: Messages per Critical Sectiou vs. N (LF = 0.2)
An unfortunate side effect of the ring topology is displayed in figure 10 whereby the 
number of messages per critical section begins degrading in networks of more than 40 
sites. Although this is cause for concern, it should be noted that beyond load factors of 
0.2, the number of messages per critical section begins to flatten out significantly as is 
demonstrated in figure 11.
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Messages per Critical Section vs. N 
(Algorithm MD)
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Figure 11: Messages per Critical Sectiou vs. N (Algorithm MD)
This flattening of the number of messages per critical section is clearly attributable, 
again, to the logical ring topology and the nature of the algorithm which allows 
requesting sites to take advantage of the token if it happens to be passing through. At 
very low load factors, the performance of the proposed algorithm regarding number of 
messages per critical section is poor, but comparable to the algorithm of Makki et al. 
(MBBO) [15].
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Messages per Critical Section vs. N 
(LFs 0.001)
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Figure 12: Messages per Critical Section vs. N (LF = 0.001)
At very low load factors (LF = 0.001), as indicated in figure 12, the number of 
messages per critical section appears to maintain a constant relationship to the number of 
sites.
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Average Waiting Time vs. N 
(LF = 0.2)
S  40
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Figure 13: Average Waiting Time vs. N ^ F  = 0.2)
At a constant load factor of 0.2, the proposed algorithm demonstrates good 
scalability and exceeds the performance of the MBBO algorithm regarding the average 
waiting time per critical section. Although the next graph demonstrates that, as the load 
factor decreases, the average waiting time increases from that depicted in figure 13, it 
also points out one of the most interesting features of the proposed algorithm.
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Average Waiting Time vs. N 
(LF = 0.001)
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Figure 14: Average Waiting Time vs. N (LF = 0.001)
The three different performance lines of the proposed algorithm in figure 14 clearly 
demonstrate how the shortcut mechanism can reduce the average waiting time of a site 
when additional network connections exist beyond the minimum necessary to complete 
the logical ring. This effect is most notable at load factors of 0.2 and less (see appendix). 
This is due to the fact that at higher load factors, the advantages of the logical ring in a 
high load factor environment outweighs any advantage generated by the shortcut 
mechanism.
If we assume that the graph line where connectivity is zero is equivalent to Fu and 
Tzeng’s algorithm without the deferral mechanism, as stated previously, then it is clear 
that under a lightly loaded system, as the number of sites increase, the shortcut 
mechanism demonstrates a performance improvement in the average waiting time.
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7.3 Summary
In this chuter, we have graphically depicted the perfonnance of the proposed 
algorithm in a variety of network conditions. Specifically, we demonstrated that the 
proposed algorithm outperforms the MBBO algorithm by most measures when the 
number of sites is a constant N = 21. Also, we demonstrated the performance of the 
proposed algorithm versus the MBBO algorithm when the number of sites is varied 
between 5 and 75. In general, the MBBO algorithm outperforms the proposed algorithm 
under a lightly loaded system. However, by most measures, when the load factor 
increases to 02  and beyond, the proposed algorithm begins to demonstrate superior 
performance. Finally, figure 14 clearly demonstrates the benefit of the shortcut 
mechanism in networks with higher degrees of connectivity under a light load and how 
this is an improvement over the performance of Fu and Tzeng’s algorithm. For all results 
of the simulation see the appendix. In the next chapter, we suggest areas of future work 
and provide some concluding remarks about this thesis.
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important, is the area of fault tolerance which is a necessary component o f any algorithm 
which is used in a ‘real’ distributed system. The suggested mechanism for recovering 
from message loss would be an good candidate for implementation.
8.1.1 Queuing Requests
One particular area of the algorithm which deserves further improvement is the 
situation where requesting sites receive a request (such as site 3 of the example in section 
4.5). Rather than ignoring the request, the site should queue the request. However, to 
maintain the integrity of the logical ring, the requesting site must return the token to the 
shortcut site. This problem might be solved by allowing the token itself to queue the 
request. Then, when the token is returned to the shortcut site and the integrity of the ring 
is ensured, the shortcut site may service the queued request if  it does not have pending 
requests itself.
8.1.2 Resolving the Range of the Token
The following function was developed while working on this algorithm (and is 
implemented in the source code), although it does not contribute to the final version of 
the algorithm. It does demonstrate an important characteristic about the state of the 
logical ring. There are certain properties of the ring which, combined with the behavior 
of the algorithm, enable each local site to glean information about the state of the network 
as requests and the token pass through each local site. By attaching the best known range
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of the token to each request message, each site is, in effect, broadcasting the degree of its 
knowledge of the whereabouts o f the token. By utilizing the range resolve function, any 
site receiving a request can compare its current knowledge about the location o f the token 
with the knowledge contained in the request. The result is generally a smaller set of 
possible sites which may have the token.
range Range_Resolve (range RangeA, range RangeB):
BEGIN FUNCTION // This logic assumes that the ranges overlap. 
range Result
//IF either site passes through zero but not both THEN...
IF ( (RangeA.From>RangeA.To) AND (RangeB. From<RangeB.To) ) OR 
( (RangeA.From<RangeA.To) AND (RangeB.From>RangeB.To)) THEN 
Result.From = min (RangeA.From, RangeB.From);
ELSE // None or both ranges pass through site zero...
Result.From = max (RangeA.From, RangeB.From);
END IF
Result.To = min (RangeA.To, RangeB.To);
Return (Result);
END FUNCTION
8.1.3 Incorporating Fu and Tzeng’s Deferral Mechanism
Due to the structure of the proposed algorithm, there should not be any difficulty 
incorporating the deferral mechanism into the proposed algorithm. The shortcut 
mechanism in the proposed algorithm and the deferral mechanism of Fu and Tzeng’s 
algorithm would likely make a nice match. This is due to the fact that the limitation of 
the deferral mechanism, most notably in a lightly loaded system, is the performance hit in 
average and maximum waiting time and fairness to the original requesting site. The 
shortcut mechanism would provide some degree of a solution to the fairness problem as 
well as improving the average waiting time, given that the network coimectivity is 
beyond a minimally connected ring.
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8.1.4 Developing a Method to Dynamically Alter the Logical Ring
An area which definitely deserves more attention is that of dynamically altering the 
logical ring to add or remove a site. A solution to this problem would likely be a 
precursor to a solution to the fault tolerance problem of possible site failure.
8.1.5 Developing a Fault Tolerant Version of the Algorithm
Last, but perhaps most important, is the idea of modifying the proposed algorithm 
such that it has fault tolerant qualities. It is essential for any algorithm, which is used in 
‘real’ distributed systems, to be fault tolerant. An excellent direction for future work 
would be to implement a recovery mechanism for the loss of request or token messages. 
Additional work is needed in the area of recovery firom site failure and would 
complement the work suggested to dynamically alter the logical ring.
Regarding the loss of a token message, we briefly outline the features of a suggested 
mechanism for fault tolerance in a heavily loaded system. To begin, this suggested 
mechanism would require the introduction of a third type of message. This message 
would be an ‘inquiry’ type message which is automatically generated by a requesting or 
substitute site after a specified time period. Additionally, each site would need to 
maintain an internal counter which would provide a unique number which is attached to 
any request that is forwarded or generated. This number may be referred to as the request 
index.
If we examine the empirical results in the appendix, the figures suggest a maximum 
waiting time for a request to be serviced which is two to three times the number of sites, 
depending on the number of sites. This factor of two to three seems to decrease as the
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number of sites increase. Thus, this empirical figure would be a good number to use as a 
count-down timer at each requesting or substitute site. If the requesting or substitute site 
does not receive the token in the allotted period o f time, it would generate an ‘inquiry’ 
message which contains the current value of the request index. This ‘inquiry’ message is 
sent to the next site along the logical ring. The ‘inquiry’ would not need to be forwarded 
and should not be forwarded.
For token message recovery, all that would need to occur is for the site receiving the 
inquiry message to determine if the request index in the inquiry matches the value of the 
most recently received request index. If  the numbers matched and the site is in either a 
‘request’ or an ‘idle’ state, the token was lost and the site should generate a new token. 
This solution is due to the observation that an inquiry message may only be passed by a 
requesting or substitute site. If  the site receiving the inquiry is not a requesting site or a 
substitute site, then it must have forwarded the token.
The above described mechanism can also be used to solve the problem of the lost 
request message in a lightly loaded system. The only difference needed would be that the 
site receiving the inquiry would check for differing request index numbers. This would 
indicate a lost request message.
8.2 Concluding Remarks
In conclusion, we have delineated the features of an improved mutual exclusion 
algorithm based on the work of Fu and Tzeng. The new algorithm specifically improves 
the fairness of the algorithm and under lightly loaded systems, may improve the average 
waiting time, depending on the degree of connectivity of the network. Thus, the
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proposed algorithm does what few algorithms do, it improves its performance as the 
degree of connectivity of the networic increases.
Also, we have provided significant foundation for areas of fiiture work, including 
queuing requests, better message routing by resolving the range of the token, 
incorporating Fu and Tzeng’s deferral mechanism, dynamically altering the logical ring, 
and incorporating fault tolerance.
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double START_TIME 
double FINISH_TIME 
int DETAIL
int STATS
double CONNECTIVITY
0.0; // Sim starting time in time units
10000.0; // Sim finish time in time units
0; // message detail is displayed
1; // program stats are displayed
0.40; // Percent connectivity of graph
// beyond minimally connected.
struct range 
{
};
// maintain info on whereabouts of token
int i Fm; // the token is between site (From) and
int i_To; // site (To) inclusive of (From) and (To).
message
int i_Type; // e.g. Token, Request
int i_Status; // Message status: e.g. Shortcut Return
int i_Orig; // Originator (site) of token request
int i_ShCut; // return shortcut site number for
// the token.
range r_Range; // best known range of token according
H to message.
};
typedef struct event
{
struct
message m_Msg; // queue of messages
double d_ArrTime;// Time message arrives at destination
int
int
event
} EVENT;
i_MsgFm; // Site message was sent from
i_MsgTo; // Site message is going to
*p Next; // pointer to next in linked list
EVENT *gp_Head; 
EVENT *gp_Tail;
int
int
int
range
int
int
int
int
double
double
double
double
ge_State[MAX_N+1]; 
gb_TknFlg[MAX_N+I]; 
gb_CS[MAX_N+1]; 
gr_Range[MAX_N+l];
g i_MSGCount; 
gd_TotWait; 
gd_MaxWait; 
gd_CurTime;
// Int holds current state of each site 
// whether site has the Token 
// whether site is currently in the CS 
// known range of the token 
gb_Net[MAX_N+1][MAX_N+1];// Flags of Network Connections 
gi_CSCount; // Integer count of total CS entries
gi_CSShortCutCount; // Count of CS entries made via a
// shortcut.
// Integer count of total MSG's exchanged 
// Total time of all site's wait for CS 
// Maximum recorded waiting time for CS 
// Current system time 
gd_ReqTime[MAX_N+1]; // Time site began request
/************+*****+******+ 
double f_TX_Time (void)
{
int li_X; 
double ld_Time; 
double ld_Y;
li_X = randO % 9999;
if (li_X == 0) li_X = 1;
ld_Y = li_X/IOOOO.0; // sets 0 <= y < 1
ld_Time= -MEAN_TX TIME * log(Id Y);
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return {ld_Time);
}/***■*****************■****•***********************/ 
double f_CS_Time (void)
{
// int li_X;
// double ld_Time;
/ / double ld_Y;
// li_X = randO % 9999;
// if (li_X == 0) li_X = 1;
// ld_Y = li_X/10000.0; // sets 0 <= y < 1
// ld_Time= -MEAN_CS_TIME-* log(ld_Y);
// return (ld_Time);
// For consistency with previous work, we use 
// a constant CS value of 0.0002 rather than 
//a mean value. However, above code could be 
// uncommented and simulation would use a mean, 
return (MEAN_CS_TIME);
}
y*********************-**************************/ 
double f_RR_Time (void)
{
int li_X; 
double ld_Time; 
double ld_Y;
li_X = randO % 9999;
if (li_X =  0) li_X = 1;
ld_Y = li_X/10000.0; // sets 0 <= y < 1
ld_Time= -MEAN_RR_TIME * log(ld_Y);
return (ld_Time);
}
int f_RandomSite (void)
{
int li_Num;
li_Num = randO % N; 
return (li_Num);
}
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ■ * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  ^
EVENT *f_EventMalloc (void)
{
EVENT *lp_Event;
lp_Event=(event *)malloc(sizeof(EVENT));
if (lp_Event =  NULL) {
printf ("\nOut of Memory)!\n"); 
exit (1);
)
// set to impossible or NULL values 
lp_Event->m_Msg.i_Type = -1;
lp_Event->m_Msg.i_Status = ST_NCRMAL; 
lp_Event->m_Msg.i_Orig = -1;
lp_Event->m_Msg.i_ShCut = -1;
lp_Event->m_Msg. r_Range. i_Fm = -1; 
lp_Event->m_Msg.r_Range.i_To = -1;
lp_Event->d ArrTime = -1.0;
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lp_Event->i_MsgFm = -1;
lp_Event->i_MsgTo = -1;
lp_Event->p_Next = NOLL;
return (lp_Event);
}
/ * * * + * + * * * + * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y  
void f_PrintMsgType (int vi_MsgType)
{
switch (vi_MsgType) { 
case M_RND_REQ:
printf ("RND_REQ "); 
break; 
case M_REQOEST:
printf ("REQUEST "); 
break; 
case M_TOKEN:
printf ("TOKEN "); 
break; 
case M_FIN_CS:
printf ("FIN CS "); 
break; 
case M_FINISH:
printf ("FINISH "); 
break;
}
}
/*********************-**•*********■**********•******* y
void f PrintSiteState (int vi Site)
{
switch (ge_State[vi_SiteJ)
{
case S_IDLE:
printf ("IDLE "); 
break; 
case S_RQST:
printf ("RQST "); 
break; 
case S_SUBS:
printf ("SUBS "); 
break; 
case S_SUB2:
printf ("SUB2 "); 
break; 
case S_WAIT:
printf ("WAIT "); 
break;
}
/*************************************************  ^
void f_SiteStateDump(void)
{
int li_X;
for (li X = 0; li X < N; li X++)
(
printf ("%2d ",li_X); 
f_PrintSiteState (Ii_X); 
printf("\n");
}
printf("\n");
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}/************+************•*********■*-*************/ 
void f_PrintMsg (event *lp_Evt)
{
f_PrintMsgType (lp_Evt->m_Msg.i_Type);
printf (”MsgFlii% 2d ", lp_Evt->i_MsgEïa) ; 
printf ("MsgTo% 2d ", lp_Evt->i_MsgTo); 
printf ("Orig% 2d ", lp_Evt->m_Msg.i_Orig); 
printf ("Stat% 2d ", lp_Evt->ia_Msg.i_Status) ; 
printf ("ShCut% 2d ", lp_Evt->m_Msg.i_ShCut) ; 
printf ("RngEta% 2d ", lp_Evt->m_Msg.r_Range.i_Fm); 
printf ("RngTo% 2d ", Ip_Evt->m_Msg.r_Range.i_To) ; 
printf ("Time %4.6f ",lp_Evt->d_ArrTime); 
printf ("\n");
}/************************************************/ 
void f_QueueDump (void)
{
event *lp_Evt = gp_Head->p_Next;
while (lp_Evt != NULL) { 
f_PrintMsg (lp_Evt); 
lp_Evt = lp_Evt->p_Next;
}
)
y * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - * * * * /  
event *f_SearchList (double vd_Target)
{
// Find the insertion point for the event. The returned value 
// will be a pointer to the event prior to the insertion point.
Event *lp_Event = gp_Head;
event *lp_Check = gp_Head->p_Next;
while ((lp_Check != NULL) && (lp_Check->d_ArrTime < vd_Target)) {
lp_Event = lp_Check; 
lp_Check = lp_Check->p_Next;
}
return (lp_Event);
}/* ****************+**++***************-***********/ 
event *f_SearchFirstMessage (int ve_Message)
{
event *lp_Check = gp_Head->p_Next;
while (dp_Check '= NULL) &&
(lp_Check->m_Msg.i_Type != ve_Message))
{
lp_Check = lp_Check->p_Next;
}
return (lp_Check);
}/***** ***************■****************/ 
void f_InsertEvent ( message vm_Msg,
double vd_ArrTime, 
int vi_MsgFm,
int vi_MsgTo )
(
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event *lp_InsLoc;
event *lp_NewEvent = f_EventMalloc{) ;
lp_InsLoc = f_SearchList (vd_ArrTime) ;
if (lp_InsLoc =  gp_Head) {
lp_NewEvent->p_Next = gp_Head->p_Next;
gp_Head->p_Next = lp_NewEvent ;
}else{
lp_NewEvent->p_Next = lp_InsLoc->p_Next ;
lp_InsLoc->p_Next = lp_NewEvent;
if (lp_InsLoc == gp_Tail) gp_Tail = lp_NewEvent;
lp_NewEvent->m_Msg = vm_Msg;
lp_NewEvent->d_ArrTime = vd_ArrTime;
lp_NewEvent->i_MsgEta = vi_MsgFm;
lp_NewEvent->i_MsgTo = vi_MsgTo;
if ( (vm_Msg. i_Type =  M_TOKEN) ||
(vra_Msg.i_Type == M_EtEQUEST) )
{
gi_MSGCount++;
t
}
y************************************************/ 
void f DeleteEvent (event *rp DelLoc)
(
event *lp_Temp = gp_Head; 
event *lp_Check = gp_Head->p_Next;
while (lp_Check 1= rp_DelLoc) { 
lp_Temp = lp_Check; 
lp_Check = lp_Check->p_Next;
} // end while
lp_Temp->p_Next = rp_DelLoc->p_Next; 
free (rp_DelLoc);
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * y  
int f Next (int vi X)
{
return ((vi_X+l)%N);
/************************************************^ 
int f_Prev (int vi_X)
vi_X— ; 
if (vi_X < 0) 
v i X  = N-1; 
return (vi_X);
}
y *  * * * * * *
void f_CallCritical (int vi_X, int vb_SC) 
double ld_Wait; 
if (vb SC)
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(
gi_CSShortCutCount ++;
}
gb_CS[vi_X] = TRUE; 
gi_CSCount++ ;
if (gd_ReqTirne [vi_X] =  0)
{
printf ("ERROR - ReqTime is 0 for CallCritical\n");
}
ld_Wait = gd_CurTinie - gd_ReqTinie[vi_X] ; 
gd_TotWait += ld_Wait; 
if (ld_Wait > gd_MaxWait)
{
gd_MaxWait = ld_Wait;
}
gd_ReqTime[vi_X] = 0;
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("Site %d is calling CS. Waited %2.3f\n", 
vi_X, IdJWait);
}
}
y*******************-************* ************** **y 
void f_Requesting (int vi_X)
{
if (gd_ReqTime[vi_X] —  0)
{ //if time is 0 then site is not requesting... 
gd_ReqTime[vi_X] = gd_CurTime;
)
}/************************************************/
int f_GetShortcut (int vi_Cur, int vi_Orig, int *rp_ShCut)
{
if (gb_Net[vi_Cur][vi_Orig]) { // direct connection
*rp_ShCut = vi_Cur; 
return (1); // shortcut found
}else{
return (0); // shortcut not found
} // end else
}
y * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  + * * ■ * * * * * * * •* * * * •* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  y
void f_AddShortcuts (void)
{
int li_X;
int li_NewConnections ; 
int li_A, li_B;
li_NewConnections = int (N * CONNECTIVITY);
li_A = f_RandomSite (); 
li_B = f_RandomSite () ;
for (li X=0; li X < li NewConnections; li X++)
while ( (li_A == li_B) I|
(li_A == f_Prev(li_B)) ||
(li_A =  f_Next(li_B)) I|
(gb Net[li A][li B] =  TRUE) )
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{
li_A = f_RandoinSite {) ; 
li_B = f_RandomSite () ;
gb_Net = TRUE;
gb_Net [li_B][li_A] = TRDE;
// printf ("Added Connection between %d and %d.\n", li_A, li_B);
}
}
void f_Initialize (void)
{
int li_X, li_Y; 
messagelm_Finish; 
messagelm_RndReq; 
double ld_NewTime;
for (li_X=0; li_X < N; li_X++)
for (li_Y=0; li_Y < N; li_Y++)
gb_Net [li_X][Ii_Y] = 0; // init network array to zero's
for (li_X=0; liJC < N; li_X++)
{
ge_State [li_X] = S_IDLE;
gb_TknFlg [li X] = FALSE;
gb_CS [liJC] = FALSE;
gr_Range [li__X] .i_Fm = f_Next (li_X) ;
gr_Range [li~X].i_To = f_Prev(li_X);
// make the network into a logical ring 
gb_Net [li_X][li_X+l]= TRUE;
gb_Net [li_X+l][li_X]= TRDE;
gd_ReqTime [N] = 0;
}
gi_CSShortCutCount = 0 ;
gi_CSCount = 0;
gi_MSGCount = 0;
gd_TotWait = 0.0;
gd_MaxWait = 0.0;
gb_TknFlg[INIT_SITE] = TRDE; // award token to site 0
gd_CurTime = START_TIME; // start time
// ******* Init Queue 
gp_Head = f_EventMalloc(); 
gp_Head->m_Msg. i_Type = -1; 
gp_Head->d_ArrTime = -1.0;
gp_Tail = gp_Head;
// ******* Setup Mean Random Request Time 
MEAN_RR_TIME = (N * N * MEAN_CS_TIME)/LF;
// ******* Generate Initial Random Request Event
lm_RndReq.i_Type = M_RND_REQ;
ld_NewTime = START_TIME + f_RR_Time();
lm_RndReq.i_Orig = -1;
lra_RndReq.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
lm_EhidReq.i_ShCut = -1;
lm_RndReq. r_Range. i_Fm = -1 ;
lm_RndReq.r_Range.i_To = -1 ;
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f_InsertEvent (lra_RndReq, ld_NewTime, -1, -1 );
//************************ Generate Finish Event
lm_Finish.i_Type = M_FINISH;
lia_Finish. ijOrig = -1;
lm_Finish.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
lm_Finish.i_ShCut = -1;
lm_Finish.r_Range.i_Fta = -1;
lm_Finish.r_Range.i_To = -1;
f_InsertEvent {lm_Finish, FINISH_TIME, -1, -1);
/*****■*-****■**************************************/ 
void f_RangeResolve (range *rr_A, range *rr_B)
{
range lr_A = *rr_A; 
range lr_B = *rr_B; 
range lr_Result;
if ( ( (lr_A.i_Fm > lr_A.i_To) && (lr_B.i_Fm < lr_B.i_To) ) || 
( (lr_A.i_Fm < lr_A.i_To) && (lr_B.i_Fm > lr_B-i_To) ) )
lr_Result.i_Fm = min (lr_A.i_Fm, lr_B.i_Fm);
)else{
lr_Result.i_Fm = max (lr_A.i_Fm, lr_B.i_Fm);
}
lr_Result.i_To = min (lr_A.i_To, lr_B.i_To);
*rr_A = lr_Result;
*rr B = Ir Result;
}/********** ***************** *+**********-******•****/ 
void f RequestToken (int vi X)
(
messagelm_Evt; 
double ld_NewTime ; 
int li_MsgFm;
int li_MsgTo;
if (gb_TknFlg[vi_X]) { // site already has the token
if (tgb_CS[vi_X])
{
f_Requesting(vi_X); 
f_CallCritical(vi_X, FALSE);
lm_Evt. i_Type = M_FIN_CS;
lm_Evt. i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
lm_Evt. i_Orig = -1;
lm_Evt. i_ShCut = -1;
lm_Evt. r_Range = gr_Range [vi_X] ;
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_CS_Time();
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, vi_X, vi_X );
else
{
if (DETAIL)
{
printf ("f_RequestToken is for site which is in the
CS!\n");
}
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}
}
else
{
switch (ge_State[vi_X])
{
case S_IDLE:
ge_State[vi_X] = S_RQST;
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time ( ) ;
li_MsgPm = vi_X;
li_MsgTo = f_Next (vi_X);
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_REQOEST;
lm_Evt.i_Orig = vi X;
lm_Evt.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
lm_Evt.i_ShCut = f_Next(vi_X);
lm_Evt.r_Range = gr_Range[vi_X];
f_Requesting (vi_X);
f_InsertEvent{lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_MsgFm, li_MsgTo); 
break;
case S_RQST:
//do nothing, already requesting 
break;
case S_SDBS:
f_Requesting (vi_X); 
ge_State[vi_X]= S_WAIT; 
break;
case S_SÜB2:
f_Requesting (vi_X); 
ge_State [vi_X] = S_RQST;
// don't send a request because the token will be
// arriving soon.
break;
case S_WAIT:
//do nothing, already requesting 
break;
} // end switch
} // end else
} // end function
/******-******************************************/ 
void f_ReceiveRequest (event *rp_Evt)
message lm_Msg = rp_Evt->m_Msg;
int li_MsgTo = rp_Evt->i_MsgTo;
double ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time();
int li_NewFm = li_MsgTo;
int li_NewTo;
event *lp_FinCS ;
// function call may modify Shortcut
f_GetShortcut(li_MsgTo, lm_Msg.i_Orig, &lm_Msg.i_ShCut);
switch (ge_State[li_MsgTo])
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case S_IDLE:
ge_State[li_MsgToI = S_SUBS;
if (gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo])
// site receiving request has token 
{
if (!gb_CS[li_MsgTo]) // and Not in CS
{
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = FALSE; 
lm_Msg.i_Type = M_TOKEN;
// Check if current site is a shortcut site 
// and is not an immediate neighbor (NEXT/PREV)... 
if ( (lm_Msg.i_Status 1= ST_SC_RET) && 
{lm_Msg.i_ShCut == liJMsgTo) &&
(lm_Msg.i_Orig 1= f_Prev(li_MsgTo)) )
{
li_NewTo = lm_Msg.ijOrig;
lm_Msg. i_Status = ST_SC;
else
{
// forward token along ring because 
// site is either adjacent or not a shortcut 
ge_State[li_MsgTo] = S_IDLE;
lm_Msg.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
li_NewTo = f_Prev(li_MsgTo);
} // end else
} // end if not in CS
else // Idle site has token, received request 
// and is currently in the CS. Therefore,
// update M_FINISH_CS message and status.
{
ge_State[li_MsgTo] = S_WAIT; 
lp_FinCS = f_SearchFirstMessage(M_FIN_CS); 
lp_FinCS->m_Msg.i_Orig = lm_Msg.i_Orig;
lp_FinCS->m_Msg.i_ShCut = lm_Msg.i_ShCut;
}
else // site does not have the token, forward reouest 
{
li_NewTo = f_Next(li_MsgTo);
lm_Msg.i_Type = M_REQOEST;
lm_Msg.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
f_RangeResolve (&gr_Range[li_MsgTo], &lm_Msg.r_Range); 
} // end else
f_InsertEvent (lm_Msg, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo );
break;
case S_RQST:
ge_State[li_MsgTo] = S_WAIT; 
if (gb_CS[li_MsgTo])
// update message info stored in the M_FIN_CS message 
// so it correctly reflects newly received request. 
lp_FinCS = f_SearchFirstMessage(M_FIN_CS); 
lp_FinCS->m_Msg.i_Orig = lm_Msg.i_Orig;
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lp_FinCS->m_Msg.i_ShCut = lm_Msg.i_ShCut; 
break; 
case S_SOBS:
// do nothing, expecting token and set to forward token
// when received
break;
case S_SÜB2:
ge_State[li_MsgTo] = S_SOBS; 
break;
case S_WAIT:
// do nothing, expecting token or currently in CS and 
// already set to forward after CS is completed, 
break;
} // end switch
} // end function
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * - H t * * * * * * /
void f ReceiveToken (event *rp Evt)
{
message lm_Evt = rp_Evt->m_Msg;
int li_MsgFm = rp_Evt->i_MsgFm;
int li_MsgTo = rp_Evt->i_MsgTo;
double ld_NewTime; 
int li_NewEta;
int li_NewTo;
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = TRDE;
// algorithm must service shortcut site before local site if 
// local site will be acting as a shortcut site.
// Check if site is a shortcut to original requester,
// is not a shortcut return token, and
// is not an immediate neighbor (NEXT/PREV)...
if ( (lm_Evt.i_Status != ST_SC_RET) &&
(lm_Evt.i_ShCut == li_MsgTo) &&
(lm_Evt.i_Orig != f_Prev(li_MsgTo)) )
if (ge_State[li_MsgTo] —  S_IDLE)
ge_State[li_MsgTo] = S_SDBS;
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_TOKEN;
lm_Evt.i_Status = ST_SC;
li_NewTo = lm_Evt.i_Orig;
li_NewFm = li_MsgTo;
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time();
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo);
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = FALSE;
return;
} // end if
//IF token is a shortcut return, set these values so 
// next site doesn't get confused.
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if (Im Evt.i Status == ST SC RET)
lm_Evt.i_Orig = -1; 
lm_Evt.i_ShCut = -1 ;
}
// **** IF SITE IS NOT A SHORTCOT SITE DO THIS ****
switch {ge_State[li_MsgTo])
case S_IDLE:
// should not have received token if idle, 
printf ("IDLE site received token) It is either;\n"); 
printf ("1) An error.\n2) Orig rqst is receiving token"); 
printf ("for 2nd time (1st fm sh-cut, 2nd fm neighbor."); 
break;
case S_RQST:
// Token has arrived at the original requesting site 
if (Im Evt.i Status =  ST SC)
f_CallCritical(li_MsgTo, TRUE);
)
else
{
f_CallCritical(li_MsgTo, FALSE);
}
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_FIN_CS;
li_NewFm = rp_Evt->i_MsgFm;
li_NewTo = rp_Evt->i_MsgTo;
if (Im Evt.i Status 1= ST SC)
{
lm_Evt.i_Orig = -1; 
lm_Evt. i_ShCut = -1;
}
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_CS_Time();
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo ); 
break;
case S_SUBS:
// already checked shortcut scenario, forward to prev... 
ge_State [lijMsgTo] = S_IDLE;
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_TOKEN;
lm_Evt.i_Status = ST_NORMAL;
li_NewFm = li_MsgTo;
li_NewTo = f_Prev (li_MsgTo);
ld_NewTirae = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time();
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo);
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = FALSE; 
break;
case S S0B2:
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ge_State [li_MsgTo] = S_IDLE; 
break;
case SJMAIT:
// Token may have arrived at the orig requesting site or 
// it might be an intermediate site.
if (Im Evt.i Status —  ST SC)
f_CallCritical(li_MsgTo, TRUE);
}
else
f_CallCritical(li_MsgTo, FALSE);
)
lm_Evt. i_Type = M_FIN_CS;
li_NewFta = rp_Evt->i_MsgFm;
li_NewTo = rp_Evt->i_MsgTo;
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_CS_Time();
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo); 
break;
} // end switch
) // end function
/*************************•**********■*************/ 
void f_FinishCS (event *rp_Evt)
{
// Processing a Finishes can never be a precursor to a token
// being sent as a shortcut. This is because the ReceiveToken
// function always sends the token to a shortcut before it may
// enter its own CS.
message lm_Evt = rp_Evt->m_Msg;
int li_MsgTo =
int li_MsgFm =
int li_NewTo;
int li_NewFm;
double Id NewTime;
gb_CS [liJMsgTo] = FALSE;
if (gb_TknFlg [li_MsgTo])
{
// Check if token was sent via a shortcut, if it was 
// then return the token to the sender, 
if (Im Evt.i Status == ST SC)
li_NewFm = liJMsgTo;
li_NewTo = lm_Evt.i_ShCut;
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time ( ) ;
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_TOKEN;
lm_Evt.i_Status = ST_SC_RET;
lm_Evt.r_Range.i_Fm = f_Next (li_MsgTo);
lm_Evt.r_Range.i_To = lm_Evt.i_ShCut;
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f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm, li_NewTo); 
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = FALSE;
switch Cge_State[li_MsgTo])
case S_IDLE:
printf ("error - IDLE state site in FINISH_CS-\n"); 
printf ("and has a sh-cut flag that it shouldVn"); 
printf ("send the token to somebody after the CS!\n"); 
break; 
case S_RQST:
ge_State [liJMsgTo] = S_S0B2; 
break; 
case S_SOBS:
printf ("error - Finish_CS at site in SOBS stateXn"); 
break; 
case S_WAIT:
ge_State [li_MsgTo] = S_SOBS; 
break;
} // end switch
}
else // Site has finished with token and token was NOT sent 
// as a shortcut to the site.
{
li NewTo)
switch (ge State[li MsgTo])
{
case S_IDLE:
//do nothing 
break;
case S_RQST:
ge_State [li_MsgTo] = S_IDLE; 
break;
case S_SUBS:
//do nothing, should be in this state
printf ("error - Finish_CS at site in SOBS state\n");
break;
case S_WAIT;
ge_State [li_MsgTo] = S_IDLE;
lm_Evt.i_Type = M_TOKEN;
li_NewFm = li_MsgTo;
li_NewTo = f_Prev (liJMsgTo);
ld_NewTime = gd_CurTime + f_TX_Time();
lm_Evt.r_Range.i_Fm = f_Next (li_MsgTo); 
lm_Evt.r_Range.i_To = f_Prev (li_MsgTo);
f_InsertEvent (lm_Evt, ld_NewTime, li_NewFm,
gb_TknFlg[li_MsgTo] = FALSE; 
break;
} // end switch
}
else
{
printf ("error - site on finish CS doesn't have token?!?\n");
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} // end function
/**********■*-*****•**»****-******»»*+**•*.************ y
int f VerifyToken (void)
{
// This function verifies that only one site has 
// the token and returns the number of the site 
// that has the token.
int li_X = 0
int li_Flag = 0
int li_Count = 0
for (li_X = 0; li_X < N; li_X++) {
if (gb_TknFlg[li_X] == TRUE) { 
li_Flag = li_X; 
li_Count++;
} // end if
} // end for
switch (li_Count) {
case 0 :// token must be in transit 
break; 
case 1 : 
break; 
default:
printf ("TOKEN ERROR!\n"); 
exit;
}
return (li_Flag);
}
/******+******* + ****************** + *******•**** + **
main (int argc, char *argv[])
{
event *lp_CurEvent; 
double ld_RndTime; 
messagelm_rr ; 
int li_site;
FILE *input;
if (argc > 1)
{
if ( (input = fopen( (argv[l]), "r") ) == NULL) 
{
printf ("Error - can't open ini file.Xn"); 
exit (1);
}
fscanf (input, "%d" , &N) ;
fscanf (input. "%lf". &CONNECTIVITY)
fscanf (input. "%lf". &MEAN TX TIME)
fscanf (input, "%lf". &MEAN CS TIME)
fscanf (input. "%lf" ,&LF);
fscanf (input. "%lf". &FINISH TIME);
fscanf (input. "%d" , &DETAIL);
fclose (input);
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("N = %d\n", N);
printf ("CONNECTIVITY = %2.4f\n", CONNECTIVITY); 
printf ("MEAN_TX_TIME = %2.4f\n", MEAN_TX_TIME) ;
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printf ("MEAN_CS_TIME = %2.4f\n", MEAN_CS_TIME); 
printf ("LOAD FACTOR = %2.4f\n", LF); 
printf ("FINISH_TIME = %2.4f\n", FINISH_TIME); 
printf ("DETAIL = %d\n", DETAIL);
)
y
else
{
printf ("Normal usage: ring <infile.ini>\n");
printf ("contents of <infile.ini> are as follows:\n");
printf ("N\n");
printf ("CONNECTIVITYVn");
printf ("MEAN_TX_TIME\n");
printf ("MEAN_CS_TIME\n");
printf ("LF\n");
printf ("FINISH_TIME\n\n");
printf ("Computed Statistics are as follows:\n"); 
printf ("Total Number of CS EntriesXn"); 
printf ("Total CS entered via shortcutVn"); 
printf ("Total Number of Messages\n"); 
printf ("Messages per Critical Section\n"); 
printf ("Average waiting time for CS\n"); 
printf ("Maximum Waiting Time for CS\n"); 
printf ("Average Throughput\n"); 
exit (1) ;
}
// seed random number generator with time 
srand((unsigned)time(NOLL)); 
f_Initialize(); 
f_AddShortcuts() ; 
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("\n *** BEGINNING RING SIMULATION ***\n\n");
}
Msin Loop ******************/
lp_CurEvent = gp_Head->p_Next;
while (lp_CurEvent->m_Msg.i_Type != M_FINISH) {
f_VerifyToken ();
if (DETAIL) {
f_QueueDump(); 
f_SiteStateDump(); 
printf ("*** STATUS ***\n"); 
printf ("Processing "); 
f_PrintMsg (lp_CurEvent);
}
gd_CurTime = lp_CurEvent->d_ArrTime;
switch (lp_CurEvent->m_Msg.i_Type) {
case M_EIND_REQ :
ld_RndTime = 0.0;
ld_RndTime = lp_CurEvent->d_ArrTime + f_RR_Time(); 
lm_rr = lp_CurEvent->m_Msg; 
f_DeleteEvent(lp_CurEvent); 
li_site = f_RandomSite();
f_InsertEvent (Im rr, Id RndTime, -1, -1 );
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f RequestToken (li site); 
break;
case M_REQOEST: // Request Message
f_ReceiveRequest(lp_CurEvent); 
f DeleteEventdp CurEvent); 
break;
case M_TOKEN: // Token Message
f_ReceiveToken(lp_CurEvent) ; 
f_DeleteEvent(lp_CurEvent) ; 
break;
case M_FIN_CS: // Finished Critical Section Message 
f_FinishCS (lp_CurEvent) ; 
f_DeleteEvent (lp_CurEvent); 
break;
} // end switch
IpjCurEvent = gp_Head->p_Next;
} // end while
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("\n *** RING SIMULATION COMPLETE ***\n\n\n");
}
if (STATS) {
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("STATISTICS FOR PROGRAM RON AS FOLLOWS...\n\n"); 
printf ("Total Number of Sites %4d\n", N);
printf ("Percent Connectivity %1.2f\n",
CONNECTIVITY);
printf ("Mean Message Transmission Time %2.4f\n",
MEAN_TX_TIME);
printf ("Mean Critical Section Time %2.4f\n",
MEAN_CS_TIME);
printf ("Mean Random Request Time %2.4f\n",
MEAN_RR_TIME);
printf ("Simulation run time %5.4f\n\n",
FINISH_TIME);
}
if (DETAIL) {
printf ("Total Number of CS Entries %4d\n", gijCSCount);
printf ("Total CS entered via shortcut %4d\n", 
gi_CSShortCutCount);
printf ("Total Number of Messages %4d\n", gi_MSGCount);
printf ("Messages per Critical Section %3.4f\n",
( float(gi_MSGCount)/float(gi_CSCount) ) ); 
printf ("Average waiting time for CS %3.4f\n",
( gd__TotWait/float (gi_CSCount) ) ) ; 
printf ("Maximum Waiting Time for CS %3.4f\n",
( gd_MaxWait ) ); 
printf ("Average Throughput %3.4f\n",
( float(gi_CSCount)/FINISH_TIME ) );
else
(
printf ("%4d\t", gi_CSCount);
printf ("%4d\t", gi_CSShortCutCount);
printf ("%4d\t", gi_MSGCount);
printf ("%3.4f\t",( float(gi_MSGCount)/float(gi_CSCount) ) ); 
printf ("%3.4f\t",( gd_TotWait/float(gi_CSCount) ) );
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printf ("%3.4f\t", ( gd_MaxWait ) ) ;
printf ("%3.4f\n",{ float(gi_CSCount)/FINISH_TIME ) );
}
}
return (0);
}
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N C Mn
TX
LF Mean
CS
T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
21 02 1 0.001 0.0002 105.8 16.2 1880.88 17.78969 19.48573 51.15825 0.01058
21 02 1 0.02 0.0002 1789.72 49.7 12398 6.928792 15.05484 51.20965 0.178972
21 02 1 0.05 0.0002 3811.12 24.4 16220.88 4.256658 13.97747 44.27037 0.381112
21 02 1 0.1 0.0002 6001.1 6.24 17671.24 2.944736 14.42242 41.48968 0.60011
21 0.2 1 0.15 0.0002 7261.86 1.84 17955.36 2.47258 15.22491 40.79253 0.726186
21 0.2 1 0.2 0.0002 7969.26 0.68 18014.98 2.260532 16.04473 41.89244 0.796926
21 0.2 1 0.4 0.0002 8863.92 0.04 18032.26 2.034338 18.52473 42.27954 0.886392
21 0.2 1 0.6 0.0002 8984.36 0.02 18032.6 2.007106 19.9324 42.98809 0.898436
21 0.2 1 0.8 0.0002 9025.14 0.06 18079.04 2.00319 20.68202 43.08416 0.902514
21 0.2 1 1 0.0002 9025.7 0.02 18071.48 2.00222 21.1875 42.20431 0.90257
N C Mn
TX
LF Mean
CS
T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
21 0.4 1 0.001 0.0002 99.04 27.3 1793.8 18.13489 18.47711 49.09588 0.009904
21 0.4 1 0.02 0.0002 1785.22 90.0 12347.5 6.917656 14.95119 51.30157 0.178522
21 0.4 1 0.05 0.0002 3813.32 45.8 16227.4 4.255716 13.97748 43.97276 0.381332
21 0.4 1 0.1 0.0002 5998.94 11.9 17636.08 2.939926 14.42408 41.99871 0.599894
21 0.4 1 0.15 0.0002 7261.76 3.98 17951.28 2.472044 15.2436 42.10732 0.726176
21 0.4 1 0.2 0.0002 7985.66 1.62 18062.42 2.26183 16.01912 41.04902 0.798566
21 0.4 1 0.4 0.0002 8887.3 0.24 18086.76 2.035114 18.47707 42.06424 0.88873
21 0.4 1 0.6 0.0002 8977.7 0 18021.52 2.007362 19.94298 42.45585 0.89777
21 0.4 1 0.8 0.0002 9007.5 0.02 18043.74 2.00318 20.71791 42.88681 0.90075
21 0.4 1 1 0.0002 9025.22 0.06 18070.56 2.002232 21.19731 43.12039 0.902522
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
21 0.6 1 0.001 0.0002 100.54 35.1 1825.14 18.18211 17.76963 47.435 0.010054
21 0.6 1 0.02 0.0002 1785.06 122 12362.32 6.927284 14.90757 50.64473 0.178506
21 0.6 1 0.05 0.0002 3816.3 62.7 16168.92 4.237278 13.98126 44.03468 0.38163
21 0.6 1 0.1 0.0002 6005.04 17.5 17635.96 2.936964 14.44267 41.77069 0.600504
21 0.6 1 0.15 0.0002 7254.96 5.64 17954.9 2.474858 15.21978 41.18231 0.725496
21 0.6 1 0.2 0.0002 7970.04 2.18 18013.58 2.260142 16.04922 41.68576 0.797004
21 0.6 1 0.4 0.0002 8885.84 0.22 18074.9 2.034118 18.4866 42.36278 0.888584
21 0.6 1 0.6 0.0002 8988.72 0.04 18043.38 2.007336 19.92014 42.58512 0.898872
21 0.6 1 0.8 0.0002 9021.36 0.1 18070.8 2.003114 20.68647 42.94747 0.902136
21 0.6 1 1 0.0002 9017.48 0 18055.14 2.002244 21.20763 42.69879 0.901748
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N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
21 0.8 1 0.001 0.0002 101.02 43.8 1876.86 18.58692 17.29276 48.42063 0.010102
21 0.8 1 0.02 0.0002 1762.32 152 12201.36 6.916976 14.77662 51.63862 0.176232
21 0.8 1 0.05 0.0002 3812.9 78.9 16173.24 4.242112 14.02313 45.07263 0.38129
21 0.8 1 0.1 0.0002 5994.56 23.5 17605.9 2.937054 14.46209 41.20647 0.599456
21 0.8 1 0.15 0.0002 7251.02 6.6 17943.54 2.474644 15.24441 41.41889 0.725102
21 0.8 1 0.2 0.0002 7970.28 2.86 18023.32 2.261296 16.03714 42.40852 0.797028
21 0.8 1 0.4 0.0002 8853.8 0.28 18012.74 2.03446 18.57202 42.37302 0.88538
21 0.8 1 0.6 0.0002 8993 0.1 18050.56 2.007186 19.90585 42.72692 0.8993
21 0.8 1 0.8 0.0002 8993.52 0.04 18014.96 2.003102 20.75536 42.94197 0.899352
21 0.8 1 1 0.0002 9021.02 0.04 18062.52 2.002272 21.20574 42.99846 0.902102
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
21 1 1 0.001 0.0002 102.3 50.1 1889.7 18.51631 16.48877 45.36722 0.01023
21 1 1 0.02 0.0002 1787.9 180 12378.34 6.925006 14.74186 50.7155 0.17879
21 1 1 0.05 0.0002 3810.88 97.0 16163.72 4.241888 14.01945 45.26045 0.381088
21 1 1 0.1 0.0002 5993.08 26.8 17623.94 2.9408 14.44933 41.59247 0.599308
21 1 1 0.15 0.0002 7232.76 7.88 17874.72 2.47135 15.32759 41.56699 0.723276
21 1 1 0.2 0.0002 7959.6 3.62 18002.96 2.261766 16.06047 41.93663 0.79596
21 1 1 0.4 0.0002 8864.86 0.48 18036.64 2.034622 18.54469 41.65194 0.886486
21 1 1 0.6 0.0002 9006.98 0.3 18083.34 2.007706 19.85816 42.87578 0.900698
21 1 1 0.8 0.0002 9015.9 0.14 18060.74 2.00321 20.70626 42.60066 0.90159
21 1 1 1 0.0002 9011.86 0.06 18044.32 2.002282 2122745 42.72281 0.901186
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 1 0.0002 24545.2
6
0 17251.88 0.70388 2.01182 18.44596 2.454526
10 0 1 1 0.0002 9092.42 0 18035.4 1.983566 10.77199 27.18639 0.909242
20 0 1 1 0.0002 9030.44 0 18078.04 2.001906 20.34699 41.17429 0.903044
30 0 1 1 0.0002 8971.22 0 18078.22 2.015134 27.39915 55.38615 0.897122
40 0 1 1 0.0002 8576.52 0 18083.46 2.108466 32.3518 67.03225 0.857652
50 0 1 1 0.0002 7731.66 0 18053.08 2.334942 36.76483 79.3475 0.773166
60 0 1 1 0.0002 6712.8 0 18027.18 2.685546 41.21916 92.61025 0.67128
75 0 1 1 0.0002 5277.52 0 18093.52 3.428584 47.95162 109.7365 0.527752
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 1 0.0002 24399.7 0.1 17216.78 0.706958 2.024906 18.95033 2.439972
10 0.5 1 1 0.0002 9083.38 0.16 18031.64 1.985144 10.78265 26.91822 0.908338
20 0.5 1 1 0.0002 9016.22 0.06 18050.2 2.001968 20.39014 41.52941 0.901622
30 0.5 1 1 0.0002 8979.98 0.06 18100.82 2.015682 27.38159 54.88516 0.897998
40 0.5 1 1 0.0002 8557.22 0.08 18034.82 2.107518 32.48274 67.10852 0.855722
50 0.5 1 1 0.0002 7735.7 0.18 18058.74 2.334496 36.73728 80.97068 0.77357
60 0.5 1 1 0.0002 6728.08 0.12 18058.66 2.68409 41.10104 91.76022 0.672808
75 0.5 1 1 0.0002 5294.38 0.1 18104.5 3.419732 47.94859 108.9479 0.529438
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N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 1 0.0002 248072 0.2 17248.9 0.696476 1.990348 18.51475 2.480724
10 1 1 1 0.0002 9069.52 0.16 1800328 1.985048 10.79865 26.89471 0.906952
20 1 1 1 0.0002 9013.72 0.12 18045.58 2.002008 20.38827 42.03753 0.901372
30 1 1 1 0.0002 8948.44 0.1 18031.54 2.015046 27.48378 54.67137 0.894844
40 1 1 1 0.0002 8563.3 022 18040.04 2.106648 32.433 67.23982 0.85633
50 1 1 1 0.0002 7752.8 0.16 18122.94 2.337606 36.58242 80.01827 0.77528
60 1 1 1 0.0002 6722.76 0.24 18028.52 2.681734 41.15041 92.46531 0.672276
75 1 1 1 0.0002 5270.8 0.36 18084.48 3.431222 48.00087 110.0683 0.52708
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 0.8 0.0002 21604.3 0 17203 0.797078 2.281298 18.98607 2.16043
10 0 1 0.8 0.0002 9073.14 0 18029.86 1.987186 10.73965 26.9565 0.907314
20 0 1 0.8 0.0002 9021.06 0 18063.54 2.002382 19.92554 41.58478 0.902106
30 0 1 0.8 0.0002 8882.8 0 18073.02 2.034594 2625235 54.59386 0.88828
40 0 1 0.8 0.0002 8221.58 0 18072.98 2.198232 30.84091 67.13675 0.822158
50 0 1 0.8 0.0002 7134.16 0 18043.5 2.529154 3523544 79.98997 0.713416
60 0 1 0.8 0.0002 6006.48 0 18050.12 3.005168 39.77169 91.74613 0.600648
75 0 1 0.8 0.0002 4553.52 0 18012.52 3.95592 47.14885 109.7359 0.455352
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 21498.5 0.14 17224.04 0.802158 2.293102 18.58656 2.149848
10 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 9058.58 0.1 18005.28 1.987664 10.75692 26.58759 0.905858
20 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 9025.54 0.06 18073.46 2.002482 19.92208 40.96229 0.902554
30 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 8888.32 0.08 18085.68 2.034752 26.22394 54.64052 0.888832
40 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 8237.44 0.14 18116.86 2.199322 30.73597 66.66529 0.823744
50 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 7144.9 0.02 18050.2 2.526334 35.18271 78.84803 0.71449
60 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 6016.8 0.2 18052.12 3.000374 39.7063 90.86205 0.60168
75 0.5 1 0.8 0.0002 4552.22 0.18 18014.38 3.957588 47.04684 109.1747 0.455222
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 0.8 0.0002 21520.6 0.26 17226.8 0.801176 2.289884 18.53524 2.152062
10 1 1 0.8 0.0002 9043.1 0.2 17976 1.98783 10.77676 26.52991 0.90431
20 1 1 0.8 0.0002 8994.86 0.12 18012.18 2.002502 19.99601 41.23224 0.899486
30 1 1 0.8 0.0002 8883.52 0.2 18075.86 2.034752 26.24782 54.60345 0.888352
40 1 1 0.8 0.0002 8210.58 0.22 18032.7 2.196258 30.91033 67.68424 0.821058
50 1 1 0.8 0.0002 7142.34 0.18 18044.22 2.526396 35.20475 80.19784 0.714234
60 1 1 0.8 0.0002 6005.18 0.22 18080.86 3.01098 39.618 91.01916 0.600518
75 1 1 0.8 0.0002 4563.4 0.32 18079.66 3.962134 46.79009 110.0591 0.45634
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N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS Totes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 0.5 0.0002 16763.0 0 17180.66 1.026084 2.9299 18.51184 1.676296
10 0 1 0.5 0.0002 9030.32 0 17979.58 1.991032 10.62651 27.16334 0.903032
20 0 1 0.5 0.0002 8962.28 0 18014.72 2.01006 18.74929 41.41618 0.896228
30 0 1 0.5 0.0002 8376.7 0 18034.74 2.152936 23.79181 54.98699 0.83767
40 0 1 0.5 0.0002 7069.28 0 18066.24 2.555614 28.11767 66.31556 0.706928
50 0 1 0.5 0.0002 5652.34 0 18002.8 3.185104 32.77847 79.04971 0.565234
60 0 1 0.5 0.0002 4478.64 0 17985.38 4.016178 37.66706 91.18686 0.447864
75 0 1 0.5 0.0002 3211.16 0 18040.42 5.619032 45.00911 107.9083 0.321116
N C Mn
TX
LF Mn CS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 16751.1 0.46 17175.74 1.026058 2.93068 18.62731 1.675112
10 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 9053.12 0.18 18025.7 1.991116 10.59888 26.64376 0.905312
20 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 8980.88 0.12 18054.06 2.010274 18.69752 41.81662 0.898088
30 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 8371.44 0.14 18030.54 2.153794 23.77546 54.19216 0.837144
40 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 7069.04 0.14 18029.32 2.550442 28.13677 66.39064 0.706904
50 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 5657.6 0.18 18059.26 3.192116 32.70264 78.59298 0.56576
60 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 4495.1 0.3 18043.6 4.014352 37.529 92.47305 0.44951
75 0.5 1 0.5 0.0002 3217.58 0.5 18003.5 5.596292 45.17892 110.1916 0.321758
N C Mn
TX
LF Mn CS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 0.5 0.0002 16900.0 0.96 17200.16 1.019212 2.906878 18.39368 1.689998
10 1 1 0.5 0.0002 9050.72 0.46 18010.34 1.989938 10.6009 27.01303 0.905072
20 1 1 0.5 0.0002 8985.02 0.14 18061.16 2.01014 18.69932 40.84573 0.898502
30 1 1 0.5 0.0002 8384.46 0.16 18044.68 2.152144 23.77387 53.54779 0.838446
40 1 1 0.5 0.0002 7062.28 0.16 18070.54 2.558746 28.09613 67.18706 0.706228
50 1 1 0.5 0.0002 5658.18 0.4 18103.8 3.199638 32.61115 78.0941 0.565818
60 1 1 0.5 0.0002 4470.42 0.64 18051.38 4.038302 37.48763 90.83496 0.447042
75 1 1 0.5 0.0002 3213.78 0.98 17988 5.598126 45.20717 111.2477 0.321378
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 0.2 0.0002 12110.3 0 17124.04 1.414434 3.99074 18.3545 1.211028
10 0 1 0.2 0.0002 9013.7 0 17967.18 1.993326 9.987856 26.02383 0.90137
20 0 1 0.2 0.0002 8162.32 0 18001.6 2.20543 15.64011 40.09091 0.816232
30 0 1 02 0.0002 5976.98 0 17967.6 3.006258 20.13565 53.16079 0.597698
40 0 1 02 0.0002 4159.16 0 17900.54 4.304176 25.0001 65.88902 0.415916
50 0 1 0.2 0.0002 2947.46 0 17663.64 5.994394 30.40637 80.46758 0.294746
60 0 1 0.2 0.0002 2182.6 0 17436.02 7.99098 36.06685 97.1662 0.21826
75 0 1 0.2 0.0002 1455.04 0 16875.78 11.60167 45.0384 123.2262 0.145504
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N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS Totes Tot
sc
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 12053.0 2.48 17152.28 1.42352 4.010664 18.16061 1.205298
10 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 9003.08 2.46 17945.98 1.993324 9.995918 25.9973 0.900308
20 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 8164.6 1.82 18006.88 2205452 15.63307 40.7014 0.81646
30 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 5987.7 3.04 18025.3 3.010512 20.08188 53.11115 0.59877
40 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 4161.36 4.38 17866 4.293822 25.05773 65.55692 0.416136
50 0.5 1 0.2 0.0002 2952.1 7.34 17698.72 5.996114 30.33699 80.64378 0.29521
60 0.5 1 02 0.0002 2169.26 10.2 1742624 8.035594 35.9628 98.24099 0.216926
75 0.5 1 02 0.0002 1456.94 12.1 16909.04 11.61097 44.99707 123.8286 0.145694
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 02 0.0002 12150.1 6.18 17121.86 1.409528 3.976664 1823243 1215012
10 1 1 0.2 0.0002 9015.56 4.52 17970.74 1.993304 9.982934 26.6344 0.901556
20 1 1 02 0.0002 8163.66 3.24 18015.72 2.206792 15.59681 40.30321 0.816366
30 1 1 0.2 0.0002 5994.22 4.96 18008.56 3.004384 20.1289 52.54097 0.599422
40 1 1 0.2 0.0002 4146.18 8.86 17804.26 4.294314 25.15065 66.57711 0.414618
50 1 1 0.2 0.0002 2952.62 12.7 17685 5.990946 30.35229 80.5634 0.295262
60 1 1 0.2 0.0002 2162.38 16.5 17375.4 8.037316 36.004 97.31332 0.216238
75 1 1 0.2 0.0002 1452.62 20.5 16941.4 11.6673 44.63938 124.8466 0.145262
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 0.06 0.0002 9841.7 0 16860.94 1.713354 4.619718 18.16823 0.98417
10 0 1 0.06 0.0002 8294.32 0 17466.44 2.105822 8.371778 26.14953 0.829432
20 0 1 0.06 0.0002 4649.56 0 16862.12 3.626866 13.4131 41.20566 0.464956
30 0 1 0.06 0.0002 2509.58 0.02 15769.34 6.28459 19.4205 60.7262 0.250958
40 0 1 0.06 0.0002 1520.62 0 14629.42 9.622888 26.22608 82.46863 0.152062
50 0 1 0.06 0.0002 1009.94 0.04 13614.96 13.48594 33.48965 104.9657 0.100994
60 0 1 0.06 0.0002 709.76 0.06 12715.86 17.92281 41.17462 125.3726 0.070976
75 0 1 0.06 0.0002 466.54 0.04 11660.18 25.02667 52.97058 161.4981 0.046654
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 9835.08 24.1 16807.76 1.709084 4.623298 18.4811 0.983508
10 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 8272.02 30.2 17413.14 2.105052 8.3965 26.3763 0.827202
20 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 4650.8 42.0 16829.54 3.61883 13.41484 41.76808 0.46508
30 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 2522.96 48.4 15716.08 6.230506 19.34734 60.75534 0.252296
40 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 1518.96 47.0 14574.1 9.59752 26.06209 81.30909 0.151896
50 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 1004.58 43.6 13618.34 13.56388 33.18419 104.5884 0.100458
60 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 713.88 38.6 12750.68 17.87544 40.66633 124.3052 0.071388
75 0.5 1 0.06 0.0002 461.56 32.4 11597.22 25.15384 51.80946 156.6893 0.046156
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N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Walt Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 0.06 0.0002 9847.38 55.0 167762 1.703712 4.61699 18.49624 0.984738
10 1 1 0.06 0.0002 8276.78 56.7 17389.18 2.100952 8.394256 26.24269 0.827678
20 1 1 0.06 0.0002 4650.1 72.0 16763.56 3.605236 13.47176 42.17127 0.46501
30 1 1 0.06 0.0002 2512.4 78.1 15703.02 6251682 19.37028 62.88125 025124
40 1 1 0.06 0.0002 1521.06 79.1 14606.5 9.605398 25.86675 82.8144 0.152106
50 1 1 0.06 0.0002 1010.34 70.5 13628.92 13.49492 32.88329 104.136 0.101034
60 1 1 0.06 0.0002 710.06 63.2 12748.56 17.96276 39.83364 123.7996 0.071006
75 1 1 0.06 0.0002 460.24 54.6 11665.48 25.36702 50.95199 152.6919 0.046024
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0 1 0.001 0.0002 158528 131 5077.76 3203532 3.90261 16.97324 0.158528
10 0 1 0.001 0.0002 432.22 22.9 3192.68 7.389152 8.76674 28.76253 0.043222
20 0 1 0.001 0.0002 112.12 4 1863.84 16.6146 18.89147 49.16835 0.011212
30 0 1 0.001 0.0002 49.64 1.2 1314.78 26.55483 29.98744 69.91117 0.004964
40 0 1 0.001 0.0002 27.8 0.48 949.32 34.19244 38.6508 86.44655 0.00278
50 0 1 0.001 0.0002 19.42 0.36 871.66 44.89196 49.72833 105.3897 0.001942
60 0 1 0.001 0.0002 13.98 0.12 785.78 5621158 63.37015 124.2901 0.001398
75 0 1 0.001 0.0002 8.86 0.1 634.04 71.7042 79.91104 148.9539 0.000886
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 1596.74 377 5384.02 3.372542 3.736554 17.54472 0.159674
10 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 440.88 131 3415.04 7.749368 7.90272 27.20702 0.044088
20 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 111.6 36.0 1921.16 17.22291 17.14244 46.12817 0.01116
30 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 49.78 17.6 1367.4 27.43104 26.53536 62.72006 0.004978
40 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 28.58 10 1032.58 36.17911 35.53402 82.62347 0.002858
50 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 18.28 6.24 860.18 47.03084 45.00621 99.91039 0.001828
60 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 13.52 4.68 774.28 57.63685 55.16342 117.0588 0.001352
75 0.5 1 0.001 0.0002 8.84 2.86 610.44 69.85864 67.5419 135.4966 0.000884
N C Mn
TX
LF MnCS T o tes Tot
SC
Tot Msg Msg/CS Avg Wait Max Wait Avg Tput
5 1 1 0.001 0.0002 1597.04 561 5558.98 3.48081 3.53457 18.51363 0.159704
10 1 1 0.001 0.0002 435.38 185 3446.78 7.922614 7.455844 26.95336 0.043538
20 1 1 0.001 0.0002 113.26 55.0 1963.02 17.34248 15.68046 44.7243 0.011326
30 1 1 0.001 0.0002 50.62 25.7 1408.4 27.93079 24.64109 61.16505 0.005062
40 1 1 0.001 0.0002 28.54 14.7 1077.98 37.67964 33.42901 76.13875 0.002854
50 1 1 0.001 0.0002 18.5 9.86 892.9 48.37495 42.77234 89.2246 0.00185
60 1 1 0.001 0.0002 13.16 7.34 752.62 57.10707 49.40604 98.27028 0.001316
75 1 1 0.001 0.0002 5.54 2.92 386.98 68.79761 60.63386 106.6404 0.000554
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